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Why Kudankulam nuke plant is viable
M R SRINIVASAN

withstand risks posed by earthquakes and tsunamis,

A number of people recently observed a fast

disconnection of the nuclear unit from the electrical grid

near the Kudankulam nuclear power plant in Tamil Nadu

system, and so on. These reviews have shown that the

to protest against the construction of a nuclear reactor.

kind of situation that developed in Japan is not likely to

This power plant consists of two reactor units, each with a

occur in our installations owing to adoption of con-

generating capacity of 1,000 Mw. The first unit is ready for

servative design features and, above all, the low

fuel loading and can be started up in the next three

probability of an earth-quake of the magnitude that shook

months. However, the agitation has interrupted the start-

Japan. The earthquake in Japan was a thousand times

up process. After a severe earthquake and tsunami hit

stronger than the Sikkim earth-quake of September 2011.

Japan in March 2011, three reactors suffered serious
damage and radiation spread to the neighbourhood. As a

As a result of the review carried out by NPCIL and

result, people living within the 20 km radius had to

AERB, certain additional design features are being

evacuate the area. There has also been concern about

implemented in our nuclear installations. One of them is

contamination of fish, meat, vegetables produced in the

providing adequate capacity, portable air-cooled diesel

region.

generators to supply uninterrupted power to essential
services. Another is ensuring that adequate amount of
The Fukushima incident has raised concerns

about the future of nuclear power. Indian Prime Minister

fresh water is available at the nuclear plant site for cooling
of the nuclear fuel.

Manmohan Singh promptly ordered a review of the safety
status of all nuclear power units in India, both in operation

The nuclear power units in Kudankulam belong to

and under construction. The Nuclear Power Corporation

the third generation of design evolution; the Fukushima

of India Ltd (NPCIL) and the Atomic Energy Regulatory

reactors belong to the first generation de-sign. A special

Board (AERB) set up task forces to review the safety

feature of the Kudankulam design is the passive cooling

features of the reactors, particularly their ability to

system for the nuclear reactor core. The water cooling the
reactor transfers its heat to the water in the steam
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generators. After driving the turbine, steam condenses

two years. The Kudankulam units have a capacity of 1,000

into water in the condenser and is pumped back to the

Mw so a scale-up from the Tarapur units is not expected to

steam generator. In an abnormal situation, when no

pose problems.

power is available to drive these pumps, the hot water in
the steam generator flows to an air-cooled heat
exchanger located at a height outside the reactor building.
Owing to the difference in height, the hot water rises up on
its own due to its lower density and cold water flows down
to the steam generator. This is called the “thermo siphon
effect” and it does not need any pump to move the water.
This feature was incorporated in the Kudankulam design
at India's insistence. The Kudankulam reactors are the
first to have the passive cooling feature.

Some weeks before the September agitation, a
rumour was spread in the neighbouring villages that the
Department of Atomic Energy (DAE) was likely to
evacuate people living there and acquire their lands. DAE
has no plans to acquire any land, since it already has a lot
more than it needs. Those who oppose nuclear energy
often say, “Let us use solar and wind energy.” At present,
solar energy costs about 20/kWh, wind energy may cost
10/kWh and is available only for about 20 or 25 percent of
the time. Our nuclear power stations are selling energy for

The Kudankulam design has another important

Rs 1/kWh at Tarapur, and Rs 3/kWh at Kaiga. Power from

feature a “core catcher”. In the event of an extreme

Kudankulam will be well below Rs 3/kWh. We all know

accident and were the molten nuclear fuel to breach the

how Tamil Nadu and other southern states are struggling

reactor pressure vessel, it falls on to a matrix containing a

with power shortages. The two units of Kudankulam will

large amount of neutron-absorbing substances (such as

supply about 1,000 Mw to Tamil Nadu, considerably

boron). Once mixed with this material, the nuclear fuel is

easing local energy shortages. It is, therefore, in the

rendered incapable of starting a nuclear chain reaction.

interest of the people of Tamil Nadu to let the Kudankulam

Only the latest design of nuclear power units have this

unit start operating at the earliest. Given the track record

safety back-up system. India has 20 nuclear reactors in

of NPCIL and DAE, they can be trusted not to sacrifice the

operation and a core of highly trained personnel for

security of people living in and around Kudankulam.

operations and maintenance. While many of our units are
220 Mw in size, units 3 and 4 at Tarapur are 540Mw. The
two units at Tarapur have been operating well for the past

The author is former chairman and current
member of the Atomic Energy Commission
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Facts on Kudankulam Nuclear Power Project
From Nuclear Power Corporation of India Ltd.
Population Distribution

The AERB Code of Practice on Safety in
Nuclear Power Plant Siting lays down desirable criteria for
population for selection of a site as follows:
“Other desirable population distribution characteristics in
plain terrain are:
i) Population centers greater than 10000 should not be
within 10 km of the plant.
ii) The population density within a radius of 10 km of the
plant should be less than 2/3 of the state average.
iii) There should be no population centres more than
100000 within 30 km from the plant.
iv) The total population in the sterilised area should be
small, preferably less than 20000.”
It may be reiterated that these are only desirable criteria
and are prescribed to enable easy emergency planning.
For the purpose of planning for serious
accidents, if any, an area of 16 km around the plant is
considered as the Emergency Planning Zone. The AERB
Code of Practice on Safety in Nuclear Power Plant Siting
states:
During emergency, availability of transportation network
means of communication, etc. which are of significance
during emergency condition shall be checked. A radial
distance of 16 km from the plant may be considered for
this purpose.

Effect on Fishing
Requirement of cooling water is not unique to
nuclear power plants. The generation of electricity using
heat in the form of steam from fossil fuels like coal, gas, oil,
etc. involves
condensing of The operation of nuclear
s t e a m i n a power plants in the
p o w e r
c o n d e n s e r , country at the coastal
which requires locations at TAPS, Tarapur
cooling water.
In a similar in Maharashtra and MAPS
manner, the at Kalpakkam in
generation of
electricity from Tamilnadu has also not
nuclear source shown any adverse effects
also uses
s t e a m a n d on marine life including
t h u s n e e d s the fish.
cooling water.
S h i p s ,
submarines and motorboats also use seawater for cooling
their engines. The cooling water temperature observed at
the outlet of the power plant condenser would be slightly
higher than the ambient temperature of the water, which
is, lowered at the discharge point by employing
systems/engineering solutions so as to be within the limit
stipulated by MoEF. The effect of this discharge water on
the marine life has been studied extensively and
validated.
Based on these thermo-ecological studies, MoEF has
stipulated as the following:

It may be, however, noted that in the KK
reactors design, many advanced safety features are
deployed. These include the passive heat removal system
(PHRS), which will ensure cooling of the fuel under the
most stressed condition of non-availability of power
supply and cooling water and further also there is the
provision of core catcher to contain the molten material
and the radioactivity within the reactor, even under the
most severe accident resulting in fuel meltdown. Such and
other safety provisions strengthen the plant such that the
intervention in the public domain beyond exclusion zone
will not be required even in case of a severe accident.
Fish catch at Kalpakkam
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“The thermal power plants using sea water should
adopt suitable system to reduce water temperature at the
final discharge point so that the resultant rise in
temperature of receiving water does not exceed 7°C over
and above the ambient temperature of the receiving water
bodies.”
The operation of nuclear power plants in the country at
the coastal locations at TAPS, Tarapur in Maharashtra and
MAPS at Kalpakkam in Tamilnadu has also not shown any
adverse effects on marine life including the fish.
At Department of Atomic Energy-Board of
Research in Nuclear Sciences (DAE-BRNS) Thermoecology study was carried out at Kalpakkam and Kaiga
stations with several experts from institutions like National
Institute of Oceanography (NIO), Central Electro
Chemical Research Institute (CECRI) and several
universities of the country. These studies have not found
any adverse effect on marine ecology around the nuclear
power plant sites.
Cooling water system also provides for fish
protection, which ensures fishes at Kudankulam are not
sucked into the intake.
Radiation in the Surrounding Area
Utmost attention is given to safety of the
environment and the public in all aspects from siting,
design, construction, commissioning, and operation and
up to decommissioning. The entire effort is to ensure that
release of any radioactivity or radiation in the public
domain affecting the public and the environment is well
within the prescribed regulatory limits. The principle of “As
Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA)” is adopted in
this regard. The radiation dose from nuclear power plants
in operation in India has been found to be a negligible
fraction of the naturally existing background radiation. The
details are:
An Environmental Survey Laboratory (ESL) is
set up at the site before the start of operation of the

reactors, which collects data of several environmental
like air, water, soil, vegetation, crops, fish, meat, etc. It
establishes a baseline. Subsequent to start of operation of
the station, the ESL monitors the environmental matrices
even beyond emergency planning zone of 16 km (usually
up to 30 km of the site) for radioactivity (elements like
Iodine-131/133 Strontium-90 etc) and radiation levels.
The experience over the last 40 years has been that at
such distances no significant increase in radiation levels
above the baseline data is found at Indian nuclear power
plant sites.
Assurance of Quality
The Assurance of Quality is accorded highest
attention in all activities of nuclear power plants from
design, construction, commissioning and operation. The
construction works are carried out in accordance with a
Quality Assurance Manual. The quality assurance plans in
line with the manual are prepared for each activity. In
respect of civil construction, the materials used are tested
for every batch at the concrete testing laboratory at the
site. The construction QA personnel inspect the works as
per the QA plan and the works carried out after approval of
the QA staff. The records of testing and inspections, which
are extensive, are well documented. The regular reviews
of the quality are carried out by internal audit teams within
NPCIL. The quality of construction of civil works and
piping has been proven at Kudankulam. The reactor
building containment has withstood the structural integrity
and leak rate test at the test pressure, which is much
higher than the design pressure. The pressure test of
various piping systems and the hot run has also
established the excellent quality of construction at the
site.
Coastal Zone Regulation
T h e
coastal zone
regulations as
applicable have
b
e
e
n
meticulously
followed by
NPCIL. In case
of KK-1&2, the
approval for CRZ
was accrued by
the Prime
Minister Office
(PMO). Due
diligence studies

The quality of construction
of civil works and piping has
b e e n

p r o v e n

a t

Kudankulam. The reactor
building containment has
withstood the structural
integrity and leak rate test at
the test pressure, which is
much higher than the
design pressure.
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were carried out and clearance obtained. In respect of KK3&4 CRZ clearance, the required data and information, as
required by the expert appraisal committee of the MoEF,
have been submitted.

Some Important facts about Kudankulam
Projects
Safety Features of KK-1&2
The Kudankulam project consists of two units of
advanced model of Russian VVER-1000 MW Pressurised
Water Reactor, which is a leading type of reactor
worldwide. The design has been evolved from serial
design of VVER plant, of which 15 units are under
operation for last 25 years. These reactors fall in the
category of advanced Light Water Reactors being
developed by various West European countries and
Japan. The salient safety features incorporated in plant at
Kudankulam are:
•

Passive heat removal system to provide cooling
for removal of decay heat

•

Higher redundancy for safety systems

•

Double containment

•

Larger numbers of control rods

•

Additional shutdown systems for the reactor
like second quick-acting shutdown system and
quick boron-injection system

•

Advanced instrumentation systems of
advanced technology for Reactor Systems and
Balance of Plant as well as for Plant Computer
System

such as core catcher, Hydrogen management system to
mitigate severe accident scenario as witnessed at
Fukushima in Japan Safety review on setting up this
project is carried out by AERB over and above the
regulatory review carried out for these reactors in the
Russian Federation.
The safety features of Kudankulam project have
been comprehensively reviewed by a task force of NPCIL
in the context of the recent Fukushima accident and it has
been found that the safety features of the reactor are
adequate to withstand such extreme natural events. The
report of the task force is available on websites of NPCIL
and DAE.
Seismic Considerations
Kudankulam site is located in the lowest seismic
hazard zone of the country, Zone-II. The nearest epicenter
of a recorded earthquake was located near Trivandrum,
which is situated at a distance of 88 km north-northwest of
the Kudankulam site, where two earthquakes
corresponding to 4.3 magnitudes on Richter scale, were
recorded. The Kudankulam site has a much lower seismic
hazard when compared to Fukushima in Japan.
The Kudankulam plant buildings have been
designed for much larger earthquakes. The structures,
systems and equipment of plant are designed for an
earthquake magnitude of 6.0 on Richter scale with a peak
ground acceleration of 0.15 g. An evaluation of the plant
based on allowable stress values of materials has
indicated that it can withstand significantly higher peak
ground acceleration (of up to 0.6g).

The design of KK reactors also incorporates features
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Tsunami
Kudankulam site is located far off (about 1500
km) from the tsunamigenic fault (where tsunamis
originate). Thus a tsunami would take time and lose some
of its energy by the time it strikes Kudankulam site.
As against this, the tsunamigenic fault was only
about 130 km away at Fukushima.
The Kudankulam site was not affected by the
2004 Indian Ocean tsunami due to its design of higher
finished floor level. The water level experienced at the site
due to December 26, 2004 tsunami triggered by a 9.2
magnitude earthquake was 2.2 m above mean sea level.

There is also a shore protection wall and
important buildings are located higher than the flood level
arising out of tsunami, storm surge, wave run up and tides.
The buildings housing emergency power supplies are
located further higher.
The sketch below shows the levels of important
buildings and the design flood levels
In addition to location at higher elevations, all the
safety related buildings are closed with double gasket
leak-tight doors. Hence, water entry into these buildings is
extremely remote even in case of sea water level surge
reaching upto their elevations.
These aspects have been comprehensively
reviewed by a task force of NPCIL in the context of the
recent Fukushima accident. The report of the task force is
available on websites of NPCIL and DAE.
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FBTR COMPLETES TWENTY SIX YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL OPERATION
K.V. Suresh Kumar & G. Srinivasan
Reactor Operation and Maintenance Group, IGCAR

The Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) at
Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam
completed twenty six years of operation on October 18,
2011. Conceived as a test-bed for the irradiation of fuels
and materials for the fast reactors and a training ground
for mastering the challenges of sodium technology and
fast reactor operation, FBTR was built on the lines of the
French Rapsodie-Fortissimo reactor. Built and operated
with little external assistance, FBTR has proved to be a
symbol of India's resilience, self-reliance and ingenuity.
FBTR is sodium cooled, loop type fast reactor, with two
primary/secondary sodium loops and four steam
generator modules and a turbine generator (Fig.1). The
basic design of the nuclear systems was obtained from
CEA, France and was adopted with modifications which
include the incorporation of steam generators in place of
sodium-air heat exchangers and an unique, low power
(13.6 MWe), high pressure (125 bars) and high
temperature (480°C) turbine of indigenous design.

Fig.1 Simplif ied schematic of FBTR
Heat transport System
In addition to supplying the design, the French
trained a few personnel in Rapsodie on operational
aspects and also transferred the manufacturing
technology of some of the important nuclear system
components. Even at the conceptual stage, FBTR was
proposed to be built indigenously. The indigenous
component of FBTR was more than 80% – no mean
achievement considering the state of the Indian industry
in the seventies and eighties. Civil construction started in
1972, and civil works were completed by 1977. Unlike
pressure vessels, fast reactor components are thin
walled, long and slender, with stringent dimensional
tolerances. Since nuclear systems of fast reactors cannot
be flushed with water during commissioning to remove
construction debris, the assembly of components at the

works and erection at site had to be done with meticulous
care under nuclear clean conditions. The Department and
the Indian industries successfully took on the challenge.
All the components except steam generators were
installed by 1984. Sodium was procured in the form of
bricks from an indigenous source, purified in a small
facility in the Engineering Hall at IGCAR, transported to
the reactor in a special tanker and charged into the reactor
without any hitch – no mean task, considering that the
experience till then was only limited to handling sodium in
laboratory scale or in small loops. It was a credit to the
meticulous total quality management adopted during the
construction that uninterrupted sodium flow could be
established immediately in all the loops, with sodium
purity unimpaired- less than 10 parts per million of
oxygen.
The Rapsodie core had 65 fuel subassemblies of
MOX fuel with 30% PuO2 + 70%UO2, the latter enriched to
85% in U235. Due to non-availability of such highly
enriched uranium, a carbide fuel of 70% PuC + 30% UC
composition was developed for FBTR. Being a unique fuel
of its kind without international data, the core inventory
was kept to the minimum, resulting in a small core capable
of producing 10.6 MWt as against the original design of 40
MWt for the 65 subassembly MOX fuel core. The reactor
attained its first criticality in October 1985 with a core
consisting of 22 Mark-I fuel subassemblies. It was for the
first time anywhere in the world that such high plutonium
content mixed carbide fuel (70% PuC+30% UC) was used
as driver fuel in a reactor.
A fuel-handling incident took place in May 1987,
during a low power physics experiment campaign. The
sturdy tube used for guiding the subassemblies during the
fuel handling (called Guide Tube) had got bent during the
incident and its removal from the reactor warranted
cutting it in to two pieces. This complex in-situ surgical
operation was successfully carried out using a tool
developed by BARC (Fig.2) and won the appreciation of
fast reactor community world-wide. The reactor operation
was resumed in May 1989 after normalizing the fuel
handling components of the reactor. Subsequently, low
power physics and engineering experiments up to 1 MWt
were completed by 1992.
After completion of
commissioning of steam generators and their leak
detection system, reactor power was raised to 10.2 MWt
in December 1993. Turbo-Generator (TG) and its
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auxiliaries were commissioned and synchronized to the
grid, producing 1.2 MWe in July 1997.
The linear heat rating (LHR) of the fuel was
initially set cautiously at 250 W/cm. Based on the out-ofpile simulation, the linear heat rating was raised to 320
W/cm. Based on rigorous theoretical analysis after post
irradiation examination (PIE) at 25 GWd/t, the linear heat
rating limit was further raised to 400 W/cm beyond a burnup of 35 GWd/t. Based on post irradiation examination of a
subassembly at 155 GWd/t burn-up, the linear heat rating
was revised to 400 W/cm.
Being an untested fuel, the target burn-up of the
carbide fuel was also initially kept low (25GWd/t). Based
on post-irradiation examination at 25, 50 & 100 GWd/t
burn-up levels, it has been possible to enhance the burnup limit of this fuel to 155 GWd/t. The post irradiation

Fig.2 In-situ cutting of the Guide Tube
fuel subassemblies in
order to compensate for
t h e bu r n - u p l o s s o f
reactivity. Reactor power
has been progressively
raised in steps to 20.3
MWt. MK-I fuel is replaced
whenever it reaches 155
GWd/t. Eight high
plutonium content MOX
fuel subassemblies
(44%PuO 2 ) were also
inducted in order to
validate the manufacturing
process of the MOX fuel
being fabricated by AFFF,
Tarapur, for the 500 MWe
Prototype Fast Breeder
Reactor (PFBR) being

Fig.4

examination was conducted in the hot cells of the adjacent
Radio-metallurgy laboratories (Fig.3) and included Visual
examination of the subassembly, dimensional
measurement, eddy current testing (ECT), X-radiography,
neutron radiography, fission gas analysis, metallography
of cut cross section of the fuel pin, microstructure analysis
of clad tube and hardness measurement of clad. From the
post irradiation examination at 155 GWd/t, it was
concluded that the burn-up has to be limited to this level by
the swelling and loss of ductility of the hexagonal wrapper
tube holding the fuel pins rather than the fuel or its clad. It
has been decided to peg the fuel burn-up to this level.
More than 1000 fuel pins have reached this burn-up level
without failure. One fuel subassembly (61 fuel pins) was
tested up to a burn-up level of 165 GWd/t to find the
endurance level of this unique high plutonium carbide fuel.
Since first criticality, the reactor core has been gradually
enlarged by adding Mark-I & Mark II (55% PuC + 45% UC)

Fig.3. FBTR Fuel Pin cluster inside the Hot Cells

Reactor core for the 18th irradiation campaig n

built at Kalpakkam. The
current core has 26 MK-I,
13 MK-II and eight MOX
(44%PuO2) fuel
subassemblies in addition
to a special experimental
fuel subassembly at the
core centre (Fig.4). The
successful reprocessing of
the carbide fuel has been
demonstrated at IGCAR.
So far eighteen irradiation
campaigns have been
completed. After the 15th
irradiation campaign, three
out of the seven tubes in
each steam generator
m o d u l e ( F i g . 5 ) we r e
blanked (Fig.6) in order to
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increase the reactor primary sodium outlet temperature
as close to the design temperature of 520˚C as possible
even at a power level of 20 Mwt.
The rupture discs on sodium inlet and outlet
headers of west loop steam generator modules were
replaced (Fig.7). The replacement warranted cutting open
the sodium header, exposing the residual frozen sodium
to atmosphere for several days (Fig.8). As a part of ageing
management, the surge level maintenance circuits in both
the secondary loops were also modified. This is to avoid

the flow of hot sodium from the surge tank into the
expansion tank which will lead to thermal striping and
cracks on the expansion tank, as seen from the
experience of the French reactor Phenix. In spite of all
these major interventions in the sodium systems for these
works, the oxygen purity remained unimpaired, due to the
meticulous care with which these were carried out. These
activities have given the confidence to intervene in
sodium systems.

Table-I- Operational Statistics as of Dec 2011
Power

20.3 MWt (max)

Linear heat rating

400 W/cm

Peak Flux

3.15 E15 n/cm2s

Peak burn-up (for the lead SA)

165 GWd/t

Reactor inlet/outlet temperature

390/485 C

Steam conditions

460 C at 120 Kg/cm2

Cumulative operation of four sodium pumps

704,327 h

o

o

SECTION AA

Fig.5 Steam Generator Module

Fig.6 Blanking of Three Water Tubes in SG Modules

Fig.7 Rupture Disc

Fig.8 Sodium Header of SG Module showing Frozen Sodium
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In spite of being a mini-power station, the major
thrust of FBTR is as an experimental facility for safety
related tests and irradiation of fuels and materials. Before
commencing the regular high power operation, a series of
physics and engineering tests were carried out to validate
the assumptions made in the design. Some of the physics
experiments carried out are: reactor kinetics experiments,
void coefficient measurements, flux mapping in sodium
above core and response of delayed neutron detection
(DND) system to detect clad failure and identify its
location. For the delayed neutron detection experimental
series, a special subassembly with 19 perforated pins of
natural uranium alloy was used. As a part of the life
extension programme, the fast flux at the location of the
grid plate in the reactor was measured and specimens of
grid plate material were irradiated. A series of safety
related engineering tests was conducted in 1994-95,
including natural convection tests in the secondary and
primary loops.
FBTR continues to be utilized as a test bed for
irradiation of fuels and materials. Being a self driven
facility for the carbide fuel, a lot of data on high plutonium
carbide fuel has been acquired in the course of twenty six
years of operation. The stainless steels used in the core,
cold worked SS316 clad tubes and SS316L hexagonal
wrapper tubes have been taken to record levels of
radiation damage (~ 80 displacements per atom) and data
on swelling and tensile properties obtained. The Zr-Nb
alloys for Indian PHWR were tested in FBTR for irradiation
creep. The irradiation of D9 alloy is in progress. One of the
major missions of FBTR was to test-irradiate the MOX fuel
to be used in the 500 MWe PFBR. This test fuel has a
composition of 29% PuO2 + 71% UO2. In order to achieve
the design linear heat tating of 450 W/cm for this test fuel
with the lower flux levels in FBTR, the uranium is enriched
by adding U233. The test subassembly was removed from
the reactor for post irradiation examination after achieving
the target burn-up of 112 GWd/t. Post irradiation
examination of this subassembly is being carried out
presently. FBTR is also used for testing high plutonium
content MOX fuel (44% PuO2). Other fuels planned to be
tested are vibro-compacted MOX fuel and metallic fuel.
Six pins of natural uranium-6%Zr are currently under
irradiation. Trial production of Sr89, a palliative for bone
cancer, has been demonstrated in FBTR.
In the month of February 2011, when the
reactor was operating at 18 MWt, the reactor got
shutdown due to clad failure in one of the fuel
subassembly. It is for the first time that, in the history of
FBTR, clad failure incident has taken place. The delayed
neutron detector (DND) system and cover gas activity

monitoring system promptly detected the failure and
shutdown the reactor. The activity release through stack
was well within the limits. Core temperature data before
the scram was reviewed and there was no increase in the
outlet temperatures of any of fuel subassembly
confirming that failure is not due to under cooling of the
fuel subassembly.
The failed subassembly in the core was identified
to be a highly burnt subassembly which has seen a burn
up of 148 GWd/t. Two reactor start ups and one fuel
handling operation in between the two start ups were only
required to identify the failed subassembly. Three
methods, estimation of contrast ratio between west and
east delayed neutron detector signals to identify the
approximate location of failed subassembly (Fig.9),
estimation of 85Kr / 87Kr ratio using the failed fuel
localization system (for finding out the age of the failed
fuel) and reactor neutron flux tilting experiment were used
in addition to constant monitoring of delayed neutron
detector signals and cover gas activity to identify the failed
fuel. The failed subassembly has since been removed
from the reactor and stored in a sealed container in
irradiated fuel element storage area. The subassembly
will be subjected to post irradiation examination to identify
the cause of failure. The incident has given the requisite
confidence in the monitoring systems and the ability of
operating personnel to quickly identify failed fuel. During
twenty six years of operation of FBTR, there has been no
incident of radioactive contamination to the personnel.
The cumulative dose received so far is ~120 man-millisievert. The only radioactivity release through the stack
has been that of noble gases and far below the stipulated
limits. As a human resources training base for the second
stage of our nuclear programme, FBTR has served in the
same way as CIRUS for the first stage of our nuclear
programme. O&M personnel from PFBR, including
engineers, supervisors, operators and maintenance crew
have been imparted both class room lectures and in-plant
training in FBTR. Senior engineers with operation
experience in FBTR have been deployed for manning
PFBR. A few experienced officers from FBTR were
transferred to AERB and have been playing a major role in
the PFBR reviews. In recent years, fresh engineers from
AERB have also been undergoing training in FBTR, thus
providing trained human resources for regulating the fast
reactors in future.
Plant Life Extension studies indicate that FBTR
can continue to operate for ten more effective full power
years. The seismic re-evaluation of FBTR was recently
completed as a research project of IGCAR and
SRI/AERB.
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Fig 9 DND sig nals with and without failed SA in the core

Conclusion
FBTR has been operated as a full-fledged Fast Reactor power station up to a power level of 20.3 MWt / 4.0 MWe
and the performance of all the safety related systems has been satisfactory. The modifications carried out in FBTR based on
experience and analysis of various incidents to improve system performance have provided feedback for the design of
PFBR. The satisfactory performance of the sodium system and the successful handling of sodium during incidents and
during interventions for maintenance and modifications have provided us sufficient mastery over sodium technology. The
operating feedback from FBTR has enabled India to confidently launch a major Fast Reactor Programme. The radiological
experience from FBTR has vindicated the universally known fact that fast reactors are environmentally most benign.
FBTR was conceived, by its founding fathers, as a springboard for the overall development of sodium cooled fast
reactor technology in India. The indigenous construction of FBTR and its operation for twenty six years have catalyzed all the
activities of the second stage of our nuclear programme front and back ends of the fast reactor fuel cycle, construction
experience with long, thin walled slender components , sodium technology, development of special sensors &
instrumentation, safety studies, analytical skills, materials development and human resources. In summary, it can be proudly
claimed that FBTR has amply fulfilled all the aspirations of its founding fathers.
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Safety Management in Indian Nuclear Power Generation
- In Comparison to Other Power Generation Technologies
Rajee Guptan & Umesh Chandra,
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Abstract
Given the enormity of energy needs of the country, scarcity of fossil fuels and gravity of climate change threat,
nuclear energy has become ever more compelling option to improve quality of life. Some misconceptions about
safety of Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) appear to be prevailing due to some articles in the print and electronic
media after Fukushima. Objective of this paper is to provide factual information on this topic to scientific
community, expecting that the correct picture will be understood by all concerned. The paper brings out various
aspects of management of safety in NPPs and compares the impact of NPPs on environment in comparison to
other power generation technologies. Authentic data from national and international scientific sources is used to
dispel the myths about nuclear energy.
Energy Scenario

Energy needs in every country are closely
related to development of quality of life of its people. In
spite of impressive strides in increasing overall installed
capacity of generation of power in our country we still face
power shortage. As of now only 55% of households in
India are electrified; but this figure doesn't count for much
since many 'electrified' villages experience power cuts for
sixteen to twenty hours a day [Ref-7]. After all, energy
availability is another name of 'opportunity'. There is no
equality possible without providing proper access to
energy. Whether it is the opportunity to study properly for
an exam, to draw water for irrigation, or indeed, to run a
small business of selling ice creams, one needs energy.
This realization makes one to understand why a whole lot
of people in our country are below the poverty line. For
after all, access to energy contributes significantly to level
of prosperity of an individual or indeed that of a nation
[Ref-16]. A diversified energy resource-base using
various available technologies is required to meet the
electricity demands and to ensure long term energy
security.
Technologies for generation of Power
Currently in our country Fossil resources
namely coal, hydrocarbon (petroleum products), non
fossil resource (Nuclear) and renewable resources
(hydro, non conventional) are used for generation of
power. The types of possible non-conventional renewable
energy sources are wind power, solar photovoltaic panels
(PV), concentrating solar thermal (CST), geothermal
energy, biomass-based (e.g. gobar gas plant) power, tidal

power and ocean thermal energy conversion. The energy
planning of our country uses a judicious mix of hydro,
thermal, nuclear and renewable technologies.
Following table gives the details of the status of utilization
of these technologies in our country .

Generation in 2010-11
(status as on 31-3-2011)

Million Units
(MUs)

Thermal

664914

Hydro

114296

Imported from Bhutan

5610

Nuclear

26285

Total:

811104

Installed capacity as on
March 2011
Thermal

Power in
MWe
1,12,824

Hydro

37,567

RES

18,455

Nuclear

4,780

Total:

1,73,626

Renewable energy sources
Renewable power sources do not emit any
greenhouse gases and are therefore being touted as the
only way forward. The more popular among renewable
power sources today, such as wind and solar, are
intermittent sources. It is only when the wind blows that
you get wind power and it is only when the sun shines
(brightly enough and at certain angle of inclination) that
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you get solar power. Scope of adding large hydroelectric
dams in the country is very limited and such dams simply
add some capacity to the grid and are to be used to supply
power for peak loads. Hence these technologies alone
cannot meet the requirements in any significant way.

also been source of large quantities of chemical
effluents,residual wastes and contribute to green house
gas emission effects – all of which are presently
recognized as threats to the eco-systems. Nuclear power
on the other hand is a clean source of energy.

Thermal Power Stations

During fission of a nucleus, about 200 MeV
energy is released compared with only a few electron-Volt
(< 4eV) in a coal/oil based chemical reaction. Nuclear
fission is thus a concentrated source of energy, in contrast
with fuels such as coal or oil. Putting it in perspective, the
energy yield from a small pellet (30gm) of uranium is
nearly equal to that from 2.6 ton of coal. Fuel consumption
and waste generation data for a 1000 MWe thermal plant
and nuclear plant is as below:

Issues with Power generation technologies
The low energy density and distributed nature
of solar and wind power require substantial amount of
land area and transmission infrastructure. The land
requirements for wind and solar power and even for hydro
are a major concern in these times of land scarcity. Solar
power systems require anywhere between six to ten acres
per MWe. If land is allocated in far-off area like desert,
infrastructure like access roads and quarters for persons
for plant operation & maintenance would have to be
provided in nearby habitation. Coal plants take about 1.4
acres/MWe, after including the land required for a
township, which as we can see is substantially less than in
the case of solar or wind. The land required for Nuclear
Power Plant for generating 700 MWe power is less than
0.5 acres/MWe, which is 35% of the area required by coal
based plant and about 6% of that of a wind or a solar plant.
Also, the low power conversion efficiency of the currently
available technology leads to high unit cost and thus limit
the deployment of these alternate sources.
Global warming and green house gas emission
reduction targets have brought into focus the need to
utilize the energy sources with zero emission of toxic
gases, fluorocarbons and bio-waste to the environment.
The image of a Thermal power station is inextricably
linked to the image of tall chimneys billowing out black
smoke. These plants, in course of power generation, have

Power Station - 1000 MWe
Category

Thermal
Power

Nuclear
Power

Fuel use
(in tons/ year)

26,00,000
Coal

30
Uranium

Ash

3,20,000

Nil

Co2

6,500,000

Nil

So2

44,000

Nil

NO2

22,000

Nil

Wastes
(in tons /year)

Thermal Power Stations have been the back
bone of the Indian Power industry and are presently the
prime contributors to the country's electricity production.
Fossil fuel reserves, viz. coal and oil/gas, however, are
diminishing fast. Estimates indicate that if fossil fuels
alone remain the main source to meet the increasing
energy demands, the reserves would last only for few
more decades, indicating a crisis scenario. In
conventional thermal power stations, fossil fuel such as
coal or oil/gas is burnt and chemical energy, contained in
these fuels, is released in the form of heat by an
exothermic reaction. In a nuclear power station, heat is
produced by the splitting, or fission of nucleus of uranium
atoms. In both the cases, heat produces steam which runs
the turbo-generators for generation of electricity.

This single factor is often a major advantage for
nuclear power over fossil fuels, since the quantities of fuel
used and hence the waste generated are very much
smaller for generating equivalent amount of electricity.
Disposal of nuclear waste thus requires a very small area.
Additionally, Coal-based generation also has a
very deep link with the price of crude oil. You may have
heard the Prime Minister cite the spiraling price of crude
oil as one of the reasons why he is pushing for nuclear
power. 'Now, you may ask, how in the world are these two
seemingly disparate issues related?' Well, literally,
hundreds of millions of tons of coal need to be transported
(some from far-off places like South Africa and Indonesia)
to fuel the various coal-based plants in India every year.
Naturally, this adds hugely to our already-bloated fuel bill.
India's oil import bill could be brought down substantially,
if we replaced coal-based power plants with nuclear
plants which have negligible cost of transportation.
The Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland has
studied severe accidents in various energy generation
technologies and compiled the Energy-related Severe
Accident Database (ENSAD) [Ref-9]. This data base
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analyzes accidents in the complete energy chain of
various power generation technologies and reveals that
deaths in accidents per GWe_yr of energy for years 1969
to 2000 in non-nuclear generation technologies is more
than 100 times than those from Nuclear power
generation.

may sometimes also leach into the soil and water
surrounding a coal based plant, affecting cropland and, in
turn, food. People living nearby might then ingest small
amounts of radiation. Fly ash is also disposed of in
landfills and in abandoned mines and quarries, posing a
potential risk to people living around those areas.

A recent study for American coal fired power
plants reports [Ref-13] that pollutants such as acid
gases emitted by these plants stay in the local area but
metals such as lead and arsenic travel beyond state lines
and fine particulate matter has a global impact. In other
words, while for some plant workers the pollution may be a
trade-off for employment; persons in other regions don't
reap the same benefits,
but still pay for the cost
However, as per
in terms of effects to
WHO report, about
their health. The report,
three million people connecting specific
pollutants with their
die each year due to h e a l t h e f f e c t s ,
mentions that 76% of
air pollution from
U.S acid gas
the global energy
emissions, which are
known to irritate
system dominated
breathing passages,
by fossil fuels.
come from coal-fired
power plants. Out of all
industr ial sources,
these plants are also the biggest emitter of airborne
mercury, which can become part of the human food
chain. High mercury levels are linked to brain damage,
birth defect and damage to nervous system.

In a 1978 paper for Science, J. P. McBride and his
colleagues at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
looked at the radioactive content of fly ash from coal-fired
power plants in Tennessee and Alabama [Ref-15,P]. The
data was compared with exposure levels around nuclear
power plants. It was found that estimated radiation doses
ingested by people living near the coal based power
plants were equal to or higher than the doses for people
living around the nuclear facilities. The UNSCEAR 1993
report also presents similar data on coal based plants
[Ref-9]. In addition, UNSCEAR has also considered the
effects of spread of radioactive materials due to mining
and extraction of special materials, used for solar power,
and also due to submergence of land for some renewable
sources of energy.

The technologies employed in treatment of
effluents from fossil fuel based plants have been
improving over the years. However, as per WHO report,
about three million people die each year due to air
pollution from the global energy system dominated by
fossil fuels.
Another surprising observation is that the
waste produced by coal plants may actually be more
radioactive than that generated by their nuclear
counterparts. In fact, the fly ash emitted by a thermal
power plant may carry into surrounding environment
much more radiation than a nuclear power plant of equal
capacity. At issue is coal's content of uranium and
thorium, both radioactive elements. They occur in trace
amounts in natural, or "whole," coal. But, when coal is
burned into fly ash, uranium, thorium and decay products
are concentrated at up to 10 times their original levels
[Ref-10]. Fly ash uranium, which gets emitted with smoke,

Thus various technologies for generation of
power have potential to contribute to small increase in
background radiation. However, since a low level of
background radiation is an integral part of nature, addition
of a small percent to this radiation by human activities for
power generation is not likely to cause any undue
concern.
Because of the above facts, it may be observed
that each power generation technology has its own
impacts on the environment. Hence, the simplest
argument proffered in favour of nuclear energy is that it
happens to be a very 'clean technology' for Power
generation. Nuclear power remains the main viable option
to supplement the thermal power generation for large
scale industrial and commercial growth of our nation. Yet
there are public concerns regarding safety of Nuclear
Power.
The concerns with Nuclear Power in India One may ask,
•
•
•
•

How is Nuclear Power safe & secure?
What about the nuclear waste?
How environment is ensured to be clean?
What about effects of radioactivity?

Let us look at the factual information relating to all such
concerns.
Nuclear Power in India
To understand answers to these queries with
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respect to our national scenario a brief introduction of the
Indian Nuclear Power Programme and the company
which is responsible for the technology is necessary.
Working with approval of Prime Minister Shri Jawaharlal
Nehru, Dr. Homi Bhabha set up, literally from scratch, the
base of experimental nuclear physics in India. He was
acutely aware that India has modest uranium reserves but
has a surfeit of thorium. Accordingly, he believed that
there was a need to fashion the nuclear program in a
direction that would lead to utilization of thorium for long
term power generation and hence he established the
three stage nuclear power programme (as shown below)
that would be self reliant and provide long term energy
security. He had put in motion both, India's use of nuclear

for building a series of plants .
Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited
(NPCIL) is a Public Sector Enterprise under the
Department of Atomic Energy (DAE), Government of
India. The company, which was erstwhile a division/Board
of the DAE, was formed as a PSU in 1987 with the
objective of constructing and operating the nuclear power
stations for generation of electricity, in pursuance of the
programmes of Government of India under the Atomic
Energy Act. Currently eighteen Pressurized Heavy water
Reactors (PHWRs) and two Boiling water reactors are in
operation in our country. Four 700 MWe PHWR reactors
and two 1000MWe VVER reactors (using technology from
Russia) are under construction by NPCIL and one 500
MWe Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor(PFBR) is being
constructed by BHAVINI, a sister DAE organization, at
Kalpakkam (Tamil Nadu). By the year 2020, a total
generation capacity of 20,000 MWe is planned to be
installed using indigenous PHWR and imported LWR
reactor technologies at various existing and new sites in
the country. Every Nuclear Power Plant conforms to the
stipulations of nuclear regulatory authority as well as of
authorities in environmental and other relevant areas in
the country.
Regulatory Authorities in India

energy for peaceful applications as well as for the
weapons programs. India's 3-Stage Nuclear Power
Program is unique in the sense that India is the only
country that has planned to do so.
This not only ensures a sustained power generation
through the 'fuel breeding' technology and reprocessing
of spent fuel but also results in minimization of waste and
requirements of its storage.
The journey of India's nuclear powergenerating reactors began in 1964 with construction of
two Boiling Water Reactors at Tarapur-1,2 in 1969 using
the technology from GE, USA. In early 1970's, plants with
CANDU (PHWR) technology from AECL, Canada were
built at Rajasthan (RAPS-1&2). Over the years, the
PHWR technology of 220 MWe plants has been
standardized and upgraded to 700 MWe plants by NPCIL

Atomic Energy Regulatory Board (AERB) is the
national authority to ensure that the use of ionizing
radiation and nuclear energy in India does not cause
undue risk to the health of workers, members of the public
and the environment. In pursuance of the objective, AERB
has been entrusted with the responsibility of laying down
standards and enforcing rules and regulations for such
activities. The Board has developed safety standards,
codes of practice and related guides and manuals for the
purpose, which are available on its web-site. While some
of the documents cover aspects such as siting, design,
construction, operation and quality assurance of nuclear
and radiation facilities, other documents cover regulatory
aspects of these facilities. AERB regulates all the
activities of Nuclear Power Plants and ensures safety at
all times.
All the operating Nuclear power stations also
comply with the environmental safety regulations of
MOEF and regulations of other related authorities.
How is a Nuclear Power Plant Safe?
Safety of NPP, which is always an overriding
priority, is ensured by provisions in design, construction
and operation of the plant. To ensure the safety of reactor,
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a defense in depth philosophy is followed, which leads to
multiple barriers, diversity, redundancy, independence
and fail-safe design of the safety related systems. The
provisions ensure that accidents due to all possible
internal and external events and failures are prevented
with high confidence, chance of serious radiological
consequences during severe accidents are extremely
small and radiological consequences of any likely release
are minor.
A nuclear power plant does not emit green
house gases and toxic chemical effluents. Its effluents are
heat, like in any thermal power plant, and radioactive
effluents. The safety provisions in a nuclear power plant
are elaborately designed and maintained during plant
operation to ensure that these effluents are within safe
limits under all postulated conditions. The sources of
radiation and radio-active material in the plant are
adequately shielded / contained.
Protection of plant personnel, public and
environment is an important consideration in siting,
design, construction of the NPP and safety is ensured
during normal operation as well as during and following
postulated accident scenarios. Operation and
maintenance work on the active systems in the plant are
carried out strictly according to approved procedures.
Consent of AERB is obtained for siting, construction,
commissioning and operation of all NPPs by complying
with the requirements of AERB Safety codes and guides.
Safety in Siting

routes, population distribution in neighborhood and
impact of nearby human/ industrial activities are
considered in detail. Similarly possible impact of the plant
on public and environment in the region are reviewed to
ensure safety. Subsequently the Site Evaluation Report,
prepared with the above details, along with Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) report are reviewed by AERB
for according the site clearance for the respective NPP .
Safety in Design
While every consideration has been given to
ensure soundness of design, failure of components can
never be ruled out. The considerations of safety in design
ensure that all such failures are tolerated and can be
rectified, while either the plant keeps on running or is shut
down during rectification of failures without any safety
concern. For Indian Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs), a
systematic design approach using well defined principles
of defense-in-depth, diversity and redundancy are
employed for core safety functions and associated safety
support features. The core safety functions ensure
reactor shutdown, continuous core cooling and
containment of radioactivity under failure conditions.
The principle of defense-in-depth requires that
there be several layers of protection for each of the safety
function. Redundancy, i.e. provision of more than one
component for the same function, ensures that failures, if
any, are tolerated. Diversity is provided by using
redundant systems employing diverse basic principles,
thus ensuring against common cause failures. In NPPs it
is ensured that the systems, components and structures
having a bearing on reactor safety are designed to meet
stringent performance and reliability requirements.
Systems comply with well-defined quality management
system to ensure that the design intent is met under allconditions.

Selection of an appropriate site is also a means
to ensure Safety. To achieve this, evaluation of those site
related factors have to be taken into account, which in
combination with nuclear facility do not constitute an
unacceptable risk over the life time of the facilities. The
evaluation of site is carried out with respect to three basic
aspects i.e. impact of site on the facility, impact of facility
on the environment and feasibility of implementation of
emergency management plan in case of need. Provision
of establishment of exclusion zone with a radius of 1.6km
and sterilized zone of 5km as safety barriers are
considered in selection of the site. Some of the design
considerations for the external events in siting are
earthquake potential, design basis flood, impact of
Tsunami for coastal sites, and consideration of severe
weather conditions and man induced events such as
aircraft crash.

(b) Safety related equipment inside the containment
building are designed to perform their functions even
under the elevated pressure, temperature and steam
environment conditions, which may occur during
postulated failures such as loss of coolant accidents
(LOCA).

Parameters such as availability of adequate cooling
water, availability of off-site power and power evacuation

(c) Physical and functional separation is maintained
among various safety and process systems for ensuring

In addition to above principles;
(a) Conformance to design and regulatory codes and
standards is ensured for achieving appropriate material
quality and workmanship.
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that any single local event (fire, pipe failure etc) will not
result in multiple system failures.
(d) Adequate redundancy is provided in systems to
ensure that the safety functions can be performed even
under single (i.e. one redundant part) failure and also the
design is fail-safe such that any failure leads to safe plant
configuration.
(e) All power supplies/ services (electric, compressed air
or water) to the safety systems necessary for
performance of their safety functions are provided from
safety grade sources.
(f) Adequate monitoring and surveillance provisions are
incorporated. Also there are testing provisions for active
components of safety systems
(g) The need for operator intervention on a short time
scale is kept to a minimum, as all protective actions are
ensured to be taken automatically by systems/machines
without human intervention.
Various systems in the power plant are
categorized on the basis of safety functions performed by
them and are designed to fulfill these functions with high
reliability [Ref-5].
Passive Safety Features in PHWR
During a postulated severe accident, power
supply and cooling water to vital safety systems may
become unavailable. Example of such a severe accident
is rupture of large pipe/structure with failure of motive
power. For ensuring safety in such events, Indian
Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors have several passive
safety features which perform safety functions without the
need of any motive power. The term 'Passive system' in
nuclear parlance, stands for systems that perform their
function without the need for external motive force or
human intervention (e.g. electrical power). When the
conditions for the safety action arise, the function
automatically happens due to natural forces and
phenomenon.There are inherent safety features in the
plant design which provide cooling to the core in case of
non-availability of regular power supply, water supply etc.
The details of some provisions are as follows;
Thermo-siphoning Feature
In thermo-siphon phenomena, flow takes place
naturally without any motive force, due to combination of
system configuration buoyancy forces and system
hydraulic resistances. The primary coolant circuit, for fuel
in the core, is designed such that in case of a postulated

failure, core cooling is assured through thermo-siphoning.
There is no large pressure vessel in the coolant
loop of PHWR. The largest rupture that can occur in the
primary system is limited to the size of the reactor header.
Additionally the layout of the primary heat transport
system is such that larger size piping is located above the
level of core top. With this arrangement, core can be kept
flooded with the emergency core cooling water even while
a pipe has ruptured. This feature also helps in maintaining
the core cooling during Station Black-out scenario (i.e.
when both off-site and on-site power supply is lost) by
thermo-siphoning in the Primary Heat Transfer side with
steam generators on secondary side fed by fire-water as
heat sink. This natural circulation of coolant by thermosiphoning is sufficient for transferring the decay heat to
secondary coolant in steam generator.
Availability of Large Pool of Water
PHWR consist of multiple, separate volumes of
water such as PHT water surrounding the fuel, Moderator
water surrounding the fuel channel in Calandria vessel,
Calandria Vault light water surrounding the calandria
vessel etc. Total water inventory in Calandria is about 140
tones and in vault is 350 tones. These large water
inventories and the systems associated with them can
passively remove decay heat from the fuel after accident,
without any intervention, for up to several hours. As a
result of this design, during accident sequences with loss
of all normal and emergency core cooling (ECCS)
systems, fuel channels integrity is ensured with no gross
melting of the fuel, because of moderator cooling.
Accident sequences like LOCA with ECCS failure along
with moderator cooling system failure can lead to loss of
fuel channel integrity and this scenario can be arrested at
the Calandria vessel boundary by maintaining the cooling
of Calandria vault light water. This large volume of water
has the capability of retaining the core in calandria for
more than two days during such an accident.
ECCS High Pressure Heavy Water Injection
This system consists of a D2O accumulator
pressurized to 60 Kg/cm2(g) by nitrogen filled gas tank to
supply high pressure D2O to the reactor headers (30
tones). High Pressure D2O injection into PHT System gets
initiated when pressure in any one reactor inlet header
drops to less than or equal to 55 kg/cm2 (g) and provides
core cooling.
Pressure Suppression System
The pressure suppression system is an entirely
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passive system and does not perform any function during
operational states. Loss of coolant accident (LOCA) may
take place if cooling to fuel is lost. In case of LOCA
conditions, apart from acting as heat sink (by absorbing
steam) the suppression pool water will form part of the
long term recirculation mode of emergency core cooling.
In addition to LOCA loads, other identified loads which
result from dynamic effects of the steam air mixture are
being rapidly forced into suppression pool during the
LOCA. The effects include vent clearing, pool swell, steam
condensation and chugging loads.

very detailed document on plant safety, is prepared,
before plant design is finalized. The analysis considers all
normal operational modes, anticipated operational
conditions, design basis accidents and combination of
events leading to beyond design basis scenarios, which
can take place during the life time of reactor. Various
possible modes of failures and accidents are postulated
and the extent of resultant damage is analyzed as part of
detailed Accident Analysis in PSAR. The outcome is taken
into account in the design for incorporating safety features
in the plant.

Containment System

Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is an
advanced technique in safety evaluation of the nuclear
power plants. It provides a useful, consistent and
structured framework for quantified assessment of
nuclear safety. This in-depth rigorous analysis is to look at
the impact of design and operating practices of the plant,
in an integrated manner. The PSA studies are carried out
for all operating plants and provide capability towards riskinformed decision making.

The Double containment philosophy has been
followed in Indian PHWRs. The containment system
consists of an inner (primary) containment enveloped by
an outer (secondary) containment. The annulus between
the inner and outer containments is kept at a slightly
negative pressure with respect to the atmosphere so as to
minimize ground level activity releases to the environment
during an accident condition. The function of containment
system is to limit the release of radioactivity to the
environment, in the event of postulated accidents
involving the reactor, to within acceptable limits. Additional
functions include providing shielding during operational
states and accident conditions.
The nuclear power plant design thus provides
multiple safety barriers between fuel and outside
environment, such as fuel cladding, coolant pressure
boundary and containment along with exclusion zone as
part of Defense-in-Depth philosophy, to ensure that the
radiation release is well below the prescribed limit. With
suitable provisions in the design even for extremely rare
events, as described above, the plant design is ensured to
be robust and fault tolerant and provisions for ensuring
safety are provided in the design even for severe accident
conditions.
Plant Safety Analysis
Safety Analysis of the plant covers full range of
events from normal operation including transients,
anticipated occurrences during normal operational
states, design basis accidents and extends to rare
postulated events beyond design basis leading to severe
accidents. This analysis identifies the features in existing
plant design that could be made use of to reduce the risks,
evolve severe accident management guidelines and
ensure adequacy of on-site and off-site emergency
intervention guidelines.
Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR), which is a

Safety in Plant Construction
NPPs are constructed in accordance with the
design intent and with required quality of workmanship to
ensure compliance to prescribed standards. The
commissioning processes are carried out as per
procedures to test and demonstrate each plant system
and process. Actual performance tests are carried out to
check that all systems meet the design intent before
commencing operation of the plant.
Safety in Operation
The aim of management at a nuclear plant site is
to ensure smooth and safe operation of the plants at the
rated capacity until the next planned shutdown. This is
achieved by ensuring that all systems and processes in
the plant as well as personnel are kept poised and safety
culture is maintained.
Operation of the nuclear power
plants is carried out by formally trained and licensed
personnel. All the key control room positions are manned
by trained and licensed graduate engineers. The plant is
operated as per approved procedures and following the
operational limits and conditions for various system
parameters as laid down in the Technical Specifications
for operation. The operating personnel are also imparted
periodic retraining on a full scope plant Training Simulator.
The plant Training Simulator is a replica Main Control
Room of the plant. Its computers simulate, in real time, all
possible normal plant states and accident conditions to
train and periodically test and relicense the operators.
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Safety Review Mechanisms of Plants
One of the noteworthy features is the strong
internal safety review mechanism within NPCIL combined
with multi-tier regulatory safety review system. These
mechanisms work in synergy, facilitating in bringing out
any latent weaknesses quite early and corrective actions
are initiated with overriding priority. System exists at sites,
to conduct regular job observations, to ensure that all
good practices are put to use and potential pitfalls are
identified and corrected. Focused self assessments are
conducted in identified areas to identify areas for
improvement. A well structured program exists at all sites
to identify and correct low-level-events and near-missevents and draw lessons from them. Also regular team
building workshops are conducted to foster the culture of
team working and synergize the efforts of all participating
team members. With the above features, the plant
systems and personnel are kept poised to deal with any
internal or external event and ensure safe operation of the
plant.
Stringent safety norms are set for the operation
and maintenance processes in the plants. A
multidisciplinary safety review team, NPC-Safety Review
Committee (SRC) is setup as an independent body at
design head office. SRC reviews all events of the
operating plants including proposals from plant
management for system modification and upgradation.
Every event in operating NPP is reviewed to analyze their
root cause for evolving solutions which also improve
procedures and aspects related to training and safety
culture. Internationally reported events and their
applicability to Indian NPP's are checked. After clearance
by the SRC, the results of reviews are submitted to
regulators for safety clearance. The Corporate
Management System at NPCIL incorporates a network of
Quality Assurance processes to sustain high level of safe
performance. For operating stations, Technical units,
Technical Audit Engineer, QA units, Root Cause Analysis
teams, Aging management, Training and qualification,
Health Physics and industrial safety etc are certain
elements of this system. Further, a comprehensive review
of all functional and cross-functional areas of plant
operation is carried out regularly by a team constituted by
Headquarters. This review is in line with the methodology
followed in international peer reviews by WANO. The
observations of the Corporate Review are thoroughly
examined by ACROSS - the Apex Committee for Review
of Operating plants Safety Status, which comprise of the
Director of safety and other senior management
personnel of NPC. The recommendations of ACROSS are
closely monitored for implementation. In addition, NPCIL

is a member of World Association of Nuclear Operators
(WANO) and participates in all its activities. The WANO
peer reviews of all Operating Plants in India are being
conducted regularly by international teams of WANO
Safety Regulation by AERB
After commissioning of a new power plant, the
consent for regular power operation is accorded by AERB
after review of Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR),
reflecting the as built design of the plant and detailed
performance reports of the commissioned systems. For
the operating plants, AERB maintains a regular oversight
on safety, evaluates performance and events in the plant
and conducts regular Periodic Safety Reviews (PSR) for
regular license renewal.
Learning from Experience Feedbacks
The nuclear power programme in India has
evolved over the years and now 20 plants are in operation.
About 350 reactor years of operating experience has
been gained. As a process of continual improvements, a
well structured practice to learn lessons from operational
experiences at our plants as well as from international
nuclear plants is in place. Whenever any outage or event
with significant learning point occurs in a plant, the
information is compiled at head-quarters and flash
reports are issued to all stations, to ensure that the
experience gained is immediately put to use to prevent
recurrence of such an event elsewhere. At Station level,
the Operation Experience Review Committee (OERC)
thoroughly reviews Operations Experience Feedback
from other NPCIL stations and international experience
feedback reports from IAEA, WANO, CANDU Owner's
Group (COG) for PHWR types of reactors and other such
agencies, and identifies actions to be taken. These
identified actions are further reviewed in Station
Operation Review Committee (SORC) before
implementation.
Learning from International Accidents
The world has seen three major accidents in
nuclear power plants over last fifty years. These were at
Three-mile Island, USA in 1979, Chernobyl, USSR (now
Ukraine) in 1986 and Fukushima-Daiichi, Japan in 2011.
Internationally, causes of these accidents have been
thoroughly analyzed and the feedback has been used to
improve and upgrade safety features of the plants. In
India, also these improvements have been carried out.
After incident at Fukushima-Daiichi in March, 2011, safety
assessment of all Indian NPPs was carried out and some
additional provisions to handle beyond design basis
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situations are being added. The reports of these reviews
are presented on the NPCIL website.The safety
assessment of operating plants now includes an
additional stipulation called 'Stress Test', defined as a
targeted reassessment
of the safety margins of
NPPs in light of the
After incident at
events
which occurred
Fukushima-Daiichi
a t F u k u s h i m a ; i . e.
in March, 2011,
extreme natural events
safety assessment
challenging plant safety
functions and leading to
of all Indian NPPs
was carried out and a severe accident. For
these 'Stress Tests',
some additional
sequential loss of lines
provisions to
of defense, for ensuring
safety
in the plant is
handle beyond
considered in a
design basis
deterministic approach,
situations are being irrespective of the
added.
probability of loss. This
re-assessment
determines the
response of the plant under extreme events and helps in
evaluating the effectiveness of preventive measures,
finding out potential weak points and possible cliff edge
effects. These reports of safety assessments after
Fukushima have reaffirmed the safety provisions of Indian
Plants.
Management of Radiation Emergency
Radiation emergency in a nuclear power plant
can only occur due to a serious accident caused by a
highly unlikely plant incident or a severe external event.
The release of radioactivity may either be within the plant
boundary only or may also affect the surrounding
environment. Such an accident may result in unplanned
radiation exposure to workers and to public. While safety
provisions provided during plant design, construction and
operation, brought out above, ensure that probability of
such a severe event is extremely low, management of
safety of a nuclear power plant requires that provisions
are still made and preparedness for dealing with even
such an unlikely event are also ensured.
Such highly unlikely severe accident conditions
are also postulated and reviewed by safety analysis,
where release of various radioactivity materials in the
form of volatile gases or particulates into the atmosphere
is considered. The result shows that radiation material
would be carried away by the wind and get diluted &
dispersed before reaching the public. Significant amounts

of radionuclide concentrations in the air would rapidly
decrease in downwind direction from the site but some
quantity of radio-nuclides may still be deposited on the
ground at considerable distances from site. It may
become necessary to initiate some counter-measures to
reduce the exposure to the people living near the accident
site. Recommended counter-measures include,
sheltering, administration of stable Iodine tablets,
evacuation, relocation and control of access, control of
Food and Water and decontamination of affected areas.
Emergency Preparedness
To take care of consequences, even under highly
unlikely postulated severe accident situations as above,
emergency plans are drawn-up in advance by the nuclear
installation for following three objectives:
•

To obtain information about the causes of the
incident and assess the likely consequences of
the incident.

•

To restrict the exposure to as low as reasonably
achievable and to avoid exposures above the
limit.

•

To bring the situation back under control, as early
as possible.

Emergency Control Centers (ECCs) are set up
with necessary personal protective devices, radiation
monitoring instruments and communication systems
required for handling the postulated emergency
conditions in an effective manner. The ECCs are the
places for commanding and directing the emergency
corrective measures. For validation of the established
emergency procedure/programs conduct of emergency
exercises are carried out at plant level every three months,
at site level once in a year and in public domain up to 16kilometer radius, once in two years. The District
Administration participates in the exercises carried out in
the public domain.
With all the above provisions, it is ensured that even in the
event of highly improbable nuclear accident, effect on
plant personnel, public and environment is minimal.
Security of Nuclear Power Plants
Security of Nuclear Power Plants is ensured by
taking adequate protection measures for all security
aspects relating to radioactive material and facilities. An
elaborate physical protection system with 24X7
monitoring is implemented for the plant areas. These
systems consist of multi-layered security and online
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surveillances, which are regularly reviewed for perceived
threats to ensure adequate protection [Ref-5].
Safety in disposal of Nuclear Plant Waste
In any power plant, the waste can be
categorized in to two types, namely, the residue of the fuel
used for production of power, also called 'Spent Fuel', and
the other waste material generated during operation and
maintenance activities, some of which could be
radioactive. Such waste could be in solid, liquid or
gaseous form. In nuclear plants in India, the 'spent fuel' is
not considered as waste, since it contains substantial
amount of fissile material in the form of Plutonium and
Uranium, in addition to other useful isotopes. The spent
fuel is stored and cooled in underground tanks for several
years before these are sent to fuel reprocessing plants to
extract plutonium for use in Fast Breeder Reactors as fuel.
High-level waste is immobilized by vitrification in glass
matrix, encapsulated in stainless steel double-walled
canisters and kept for interim storage for 25 to 30 years
under surveillance in concrete vault lined with stainless
steel for decay of radioactivity. Ultimately waste is
disposed off in deep underground geological repository
with protective barriers.
During the process of generation of electricity,
small quantity of low-and intermediate-level solid wastes
are produced in nuclear power stations. After treatment,
these wastes are disposed off within the plant premises in
earthen trenches, reinforced cement concrete trenches or
tile-holes, depending upon the radiation levels. Boreholes
are made around disposal site for sample collection and
analysis to ensure no leakage of radioactivity to the
outside. The volume of O&M waste is minimized by
adopting suitable technologies and practices. For
management and disposal of radioactive waste material,
the three basic concepts applied are:
• Delay and decay
• Dilute and disperse
• Concentrate and contain
The liquid waste generated during reactor
operation is treated in Treatment and Disposal System
(TDS) of Waste Treatment Plant (WTP). TDS is equipped
with facilities like chemical treatment, purification by ionexchange. Treated low-level active liquid waste is
discharged to the water body after adequate dilution with
condenser cooling/ blow-down water, which is
continuously monitored. In PHWRs, gaseous wastes
mainly originate from fuel and heavy water. Gaseous
wastes are filtered through pre-filter, absolute filter,
charcoal filters and then discharged through a 100m-tall

stack. The atmospheric dispersion provided by stack is of
the order of 1 in 100 million at a distance of 1.6 km. The
discharged gaseous waste is sampled and analysed for
radioactivity online by an elaborate stack monitoring
system. The solid waste from the plants mostly comprise
contaminated materials (like paper, cloth, wood, plastic
etc.), refuse, dry and wet filters, metallic components,
spent ion-exchange resins, desiccants sludges and
slurries. The solid waste is categorized on the basis of
radiation dose rate on surface and by physio-chemical
characteristics. Solid radioactive waste is disposed in
near surface disposal repository having engineered
safety barriers .
How environment around a Nuclear Power Plant is
ensured to be Clean?
The environment within and around a nuclear
power plant is ensured to be kept clean of pollutants by
various systems and features in the plant design and
operation and the resultant radiological conditions are
monitored regularly. During the normal operation of the
NPP, exposure to plant personnel and to public and
environment is kept as low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA). The waste treatment processes, as given
above, ensure that the radioactivity released to the
environment is minimal, in any case to be well within the
limits stipulated by the Atomic Energy Regulatory Board
(AERB). The radiation dose permitted to be released is
thus kept insignificant compared to the dose that is
received from the natural background radiation. Each
NPP Site has an Environment Survey Laboratory (ESL),
which is operated by Health Physics Division of Bhabha
Atomic Research Center (BARC). The primary aim of the
environmental monitoring programme of ESL is to monitor
the environment and radiation exposure to the public due
to the operation of nuclear power plants. The radioactivity
content in the environmental matrices is measured using
highly sensitive instruments and is then analyzed using
sophisticated radio-chemical methods for review and
safety assurance by AERB.
NPCIL has been implementing a program on
Environmental Management System (EMS) at its
operating NPPs for Environmental and Occupational
Health and Safety. NPPs are also certified for
Environment Management System ISO-14001 and
Occupational Health and Safety Management System IS18001. This ensures compliance with applicable
standards with a commitment for continual improvement.
As a result, the major achievements are as follows;
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•

Minimization of radioactive solid waste
disposed due to better segregation of active
and non-radioactive solid waste.

•

Adherence to all work practices towards proper
waste handling and disposal.

•

Canteen wastes are properly treated and
biomedical waste is incinerated.

•

Reduction in the use of paper by use of e-mail
system.

NPCIL undertakes development of green belt
by planting trees every year around its facilities. Narora,
Kakrapar and Kaiga sites have developed green belts
around the stations by planting more than 150,000 trees
during last few years. Green-belt development at the
upcoming Kudankulam project site is being done in
collaboration with M.S. Swaminathan foundation. The soil
around KK project site has very low fertility. Hence a new
technique has been adopted and about 10,000 trees have
been planted to develop the green belt .
The green belt at Narora NPP site before and
after Plant Construction is given below.

operating NPPs has been analyzed for a period from
1995-2010, by comparing the records of health profile
with published studies pertaining to various diseases in
the vicinity of operating stations [Ref-4]. Comparison of
diseases prevalence is also made between radiation and
non radiation workers in the plants.
Information on diseases such as Hypertension,
Coronary Heart Disease, Diabetes Mellitus, Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Diseases (COPD), Anemia and

The sixteen year (1995-2010) data of
the health of employees working at
operating sites of NPCIL shows that
all their health parameters are
comparable to those for general
public across the country as per data
available on similar studies. On most
parameters, the figures are better
than the rest. Thus we can conclude
that the workers in 'NPCIL Operating
Sites' do not show any variation in
disease pattern nor do they have any
additional risk factors by virtue of
their employment and work at Sites.

NAPS Site - before Green Belt Development

After Green belt development at NAPS

The employees working in an NPP stay with
their families in a township near the plant. Annual medical
checkup for all employees at all our sites is carried out as
per Atomic Energy Factory Rules 1996 and Factories act,
1948. The Health Profile of Employees working at the

Malignancies were collected from the annual reports in
addition to physical and systemic examinations. For all the
radiation workers above the age of 40 yrs Liver Enzymes
were also examined.
The sixteen year (1995-2010) data of the health
of employees working at operating sites of NPCIL shows
that all their health parameters are comparable to those
for general public across the country as per data available
on similar studies. On most parameters, the figures are
better than the rest. Thus we can conclude that the
workers in 'NPCIL Operating Sites' do not show any
variation in disease pattern nor do they have any
additional risk factors by virtue of their employment and
work at Sites.
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Radiation – A fact of Life
(We live in a radioactive world)
Radiation is an integral part of nature. We are
constantly exposed to radiation from the sun and outer
space and also from the naturally occurring radioactive
materials present in the earth. Radiation is present in the
house we live in, the buildings where we work and the food
and drink we consume. All items like rice, milk, banana, a
cup of tea and vegetables (brinjal, tapioca, carrot etc.)
consists of some radioactivity, in the form of Potassium40, which emits beta particles in the range of 40120Bq/Kg. One Becquerel (Bq) is defined as one radioactive disintegration per second .
The radiation dose is expressed in Sieverts
(Sv), named after Dr. Rolf Sievert, a Swedish pioneer in
radiation protection. One Joule of Radiation energy
absorbed in one kg of matter is called one Gray (Gy). One
Gy of Gamma radiation gives one Sievert of dose. The
unit Sv represents the amount of dose i.e. radiation
energy absorbed by living tissue and the extent of
biological effects involved. Very often, the term millisievert (mSv = 0.001Sv) is used for normal dose
measurement.
Radiation participates in maintaining the
balance of nature at every place. There are radioactive
aerosols and gases in the air we breathe and even our
own body contains naturally occurring radioactive
elements. The contribution of annual natural radiation to
humans from various sources around us is depicted in the
figure below.

Omnipresent natural background radiation is regularly
measured by Indian Environmental Radiation Monitoring
Network (IERMON) of BARC
Detailed surveys have shown that normal natural
background radiation in different parts of India varies
considerably. Level at Tarapur in Maharastra, is 2.07
mSv/year and at Narora in Uttar Pradesh is 3.10 mSv
/year. Some locations in the world have levels that are
much higher than the average i.e. population living there
regularly receives higher exposures. Such regions with
very high levels of background radiation are found in some
areas of Brazil, China, France, Iran and also in India.
On the beaches of southern Kerala, the source of
radiation is Monazite sand. The average radiation dose
there is about 60 mSv/year. In adjacent Tamil Nadu also,
the radiation levels are about six times higher than
national average. There is a population of nearly 100,000
living in the high radiation areas of Kerala and Tamil Nadu
and some of these people receive exposures of 25 times
more than the national average. There is no indication of
any harmful effects of higher level of radiation among this
large population [Ref-6].
The radiation exposures to the population from
nuclear power stations (NPPs) are, in contrast, far lower
than the natural background radiation in the region. The
AERB limit for discharging from an NPP is I.0 mSv/year.
The average maximum discharge from NPPs, observed
over years is less then 0.02 mSv/year. This small
additional exposure is indistinguishable from natural
background and hence has no impact what-so-ever on the
health of the population. Environmental Survey and
Meteorological Laboratories (ESL), set up by BARC at
each plant site, monitor compliance to the regulatory
requirement prescribed by AERB .
Radiological Protection Standards

With the help of instruments developed to detect and
measure radiation levels, the levels of radiation in nature
have been mapped all around the world and in India. The
world average of 'natural background radiation' is 2.4
mSv/year. It is observed that natural background radiation
level changes by almost 10% (i.e. ±0.24 mSv) during the
year as per conditions of the environment. Thus we know
that this level of radioactivity is safe and good for us.

Internationally, nuclear energy is being utilized in
a variety of applications for the benefit of mankind.
Radiation safety is managed in all such applications as
per international standards. These standards are set
based on scientific studies on effects of ionizing radiation
on humans and environment. Brief details of the main
international organizations involved, directly and
indirectly in evolving and establishing the standards for
radiological protection, are given below.
International Commission on Radiological Protection
(ICRP)
The International Commission on Radiological
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Protection (ICRP) is an advisory body that offers its
recommendations to regulatory and advisory agencies,
mainly by providing guidance on the fundamental
principles on which appropriate radiological protection
can be based. Since its inception in 1928, the
Commission has issued recommendations regarding
protection against the hazards of ionizing radiation. Its
members are chosen on the basis of their qualifications in
radiation physics, medical radiology, radiation protection,
b i o l o g y, b i o c h e m i s t r y a n d g e n e t i c s . T h e
recommendations of ICRP are adopted by IAEA and
regulatory bodies of various countries, the latest being
ICRP-103 (2007). It is, thanks to the work of ICRP, that
almost all countries use the same safety norms in the field
of radiation protection.

United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR)
Founded in 1956 to estimate the possible risks
of radioactive fallout from atmospheric nuclear weapon
tests, UNSCEAR now analyzes systematically all the
natural and artificial radiation sources in the environment
or those utilized by man and records the effects of these
on humans and environment. Their reports are published
regularly since 1958. UNSCEAR is assisted in its data
collection by other United Nations organizations, the most
important of which are the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), World Health Organization (WHO), Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and World
Meteorological Organization (WMO).
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
The IAEA is the world's center of cooperation in
the nuclear field. It was set up as the world´s "Atoms for
Peace" organization in 1957 within the United Nations
family. The Agency works with its Member States and
multiple partners worldwide to promote safe, secure and
peaceful nuclear technologies. One of its functions is to
establish or adopt, in consultation and, where
appropriate, in collaboration with the competent organs of
the United Nations and with the specialized agencies
concerned, standards of safety for protection of health
and minimization of danger to life and property during use
of nuclear energy. The IAEA safety standards provide a
system of fundamental safety principles for ensuring
safety. They reflect an international consensus on what
constitutes a high level of safety for protecting people and
the environment from harmful effects of ionizing
radiation. While ICRP recommendations do not have the
force of law, the UN organizations may transform them
into a more practical form and give advice on

implementation.
The dose limits for
That type of
work is done by
the general public
I A E A , W H O,
are much lower than
FA O, t h e
International
those for plant
L a b o u r
workers. The limit for
Organization
(ILO) and
exposure to a
several other
member of public
international
b o d i e s .
(beyond 1.6 km
Important work
radius from the
i n
d a t a
collection and
plant) is
processing,
recommended by
transfor ming
international
ICRP as an average of
recommendatio
1 mSv/year.
n s
i n t o
directives and
training on
safety-related
issues is carried out by regional bodies such as the
European Commission and the Nuclear Energy Agency
(NEA) of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD).
Radiation Dose limits
According to ICRP-103 recommendations (2007)
for radiation workers, occupational exposure to radiation
should not be higher than 50 mSv in any one year and the
annual average dose over five years must not exceed 20
mSv/year (30 mSv/yr as per AERB). The dose limits for
the general public are much lower than those for plant
workers. The limit for exposure to a member of public
(beyond 1.6 km radius from the plant) is recommended by
ICRP as an average of 1 mSv/year. Health Physics Unit at
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each NPP site monitors and controls the radiation
exposure of all individuals at sites . There is considerable
conservatism in setting these standards. In a diagram, if a
'Life-threatening Dose' is illustrated with the height of
Eiffel tower, the dose limit for the occupationally exposed
worker will only correspond to the height of a man, and the
dose limit for the public is only equal to the thickness of a
brick [Ref-2].It may be seen that there is a huge margin of
several orders of magnitude in the dose limit for public
compared to the dose that may produce even any
temporary health symptom.
Radiation from Human Activities
In the initial years of use of atomic energy, some
radioactive material was discharged into the atmosphere
through nuclear bomb tests. However, as a part of Atom
for Peace programme, many peaceful uses of atomic
radiation have been developed over the years. Radiation
is being widely used all over the world for the benefit of
mankind in applications in Medical diagnostics and
treatment (e.g. radiotherapy), in Industry (i.e. sterilization,
radiography) and in Agriculture (irradiation of food,
breeding of plants, and control of Insects etc.). Nuclear
fission is used for nuclear power.
Radiation in Medical Applications
Medical patients may receive radiation dose
during a diagnostic, interventional, or therapeutic
procedure. No limits have been set by the ICRP for use of
radiation on a patient because such limits may reduce the
effectiveness of the patient's diagnosis or treatment. In
many X-ray examinations, patients may receive doses
which are many times higher than public exposure limit.
There is perhaps no one among us who has not had an Xray picture taken of his chest. When an X-ray machine is
switched on, it produces a very intense beam of X-rays
and may cause a radiation exposure of about 0.2 to
5 mSv/scan. How significant is this? For radiation
exposure to general public the prescribed dose limit is
only 1mSv/year. In radiotherapy, the doses are perhaps
even hundred times greater than the limit set for radiation
workers.
Radiation in Industrial Applications
Radioactive materials and techniques are also
used in many industrial applications. Gamma rays are
used to check for cracks due to welding errors or other
defects in pipelines, structures and buildings. X-rays are
used to look into baggage for security at airports/malls
etc. Offices and homes are often equipped with smoke

detectors containing a tiny alpha-emitting radiation
source. Paints used in luminous watches and measuring
instruments also contains radioactivity which bombards
phosphorous substances in the paint making them emit
light. Some consumer items also contain traces of
radioactive substances.
Radiation in Agriculture
Strong radiation has been successfully used in
developing over 1,500 new stains of food crops and plants
that give a better yield and are more resistant to heavy rain
frosts or pests than the original species. Irradiation of food
articles is being extensively utilized all over the world for
food preservation and control of harmful Insects.
Radiation in generation of Nuclear Power
In NPPs, safety during all states of plant
operation is maintained as described above. The
radioactive substances produced by nuclear fission
remain in the spent fuel and the radioactive waste, which
is kept isolated from environment through proper waste
disposal. The releases to the environment are kept much
below the authorized release limits enforced by
Regulators (AERB) and hence are insignificant in
comparison to the natural background radiation.
Thus, the radioactivity added to the environment and to
each one of us from various applications of nuclear
energy is well
regulated and
The Japanese, who have their
kept below
b a c k g r o u n d own extensive set of scientific
l e v e l s o f data on effects of radiation,
radiation. The
have chosen to utilize the
i m m u n e
s y s t e m i n nuclear technology in a big
human body
way. With 54 nuclear power
has tolerance
for such low plants in operation over last 40
level radiation years, Japanese have the 3rd
doses. Hence,
largest number of nuclear
it may be
concluded that power plants in the world (out
t h e r e i s n o of a world total of around 440)
need to fear the
use of nuclear after USA and France.
technology and
radiation in
human activities. The safety only needs to be properly
managed.
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Fear of Radiation verses its Peaceful uses
Fear of radiation has its origin in the holocaust of the
atom bombs at Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945. Over the
years, the science and technology of nuclear energy has
been developed and is now quite well understood and
regulated. The effects of radiation on environment and
human beings have been studied by organizations like
UNSCEAR, ICRP and IAEA. As stated in UNSCEAR
reports, 'the single most informative set of data on wholebody radiation exposures comes from Life Span Studies
(LSS) of the survivors (87000) of the atomic bombings in
Japan in 1945' [Ref-9]. The LSS study data has been
scientifically collected by the Japanese (RERF - Radiation
Effects Research Foundation, Hiroshima) and
international organizations over more than 60 years and
analyzed for effects of radiation on humans and
environment. Many international studies utilize this data.
The Japanese, who have their own extensive set of
scientific data on effects of radiation, have chosen to
utilize the nuclear technology in a big way. With 54 nuclear
power plants in operation over last 40 years, Japanese
have the 3rd largest number of nuclear power plants in the
world (out of a world total of around 440) after USA and
France. About 30% of their electricity is from nuclear
power. A large section of their population lives near
nuclear power plants including the people in the
flourishing towns of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The
Japanese have confidence of utilizing nuclear energy
safely for peaceful purposes for the benefit of their
people.The details about various aspects of management
of safety in Nuclear power plants, brought out above, have
shown that this technology is being managed all over the
world without any undue risk to mankind and to the
environment.

NPCIL, in preparation of this article. Shri R.R. Sahaya and
Shri A.K. Upadhyaya have reviewed and contributed
inputs for improvements in presentation of facts and
concepts in the article.
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From anomaly to deposit: Exploration history of
Tummalapalle uranium deposit
P.S. Parihar, Director, AMD

The crescent shaped, 1800 to 700 million

beneficiation was proposed. As the alkaline route of
beneficiation technology was not widely practiced

years old Cuddapah basin in the state of Andhra Pradesh

elsewhere in the world and the cost factor for adoption of

is the host for a variety of economic minerals like uranium,

such technology at that time was thought to be

diamond, baryte, asbestos, base metals, cement grade

commercially not viable, the exploration work in this part

limestone and building material. The basin is a major

of the basin was suspended.

geological feature in Dharwar craton. By virtue of its
In the meantime, BARC has taken upon a

mineral wealth, the basin has been a subject of extensive
scrutiny by amateur explorers and geoscientists over

challenge to devise a commercially viable flowsheet for

many centuries. Atomic Minerals Directorate for

the beneficiation of Tummalapalle uranium ore. As a result

Exploration and Research (AMD) first took up

of extensive experiments, during 2002 to 2004 in their

investigations for uranium in the late 1950 by

laboratory at Hyderabad and pilot plant at Jaduguda,

reconnaissance radiometric survey for possible Quartz

BARC successfully devised an innovative and

Pebble

of

commercially viable alkaline pressure leaching method

mineralisation at the basal parts of Cuddapah basin, in

for the beneficiation of Tummalapalle ore. A commercially

tune with the contemporary understanding on uranium

viable flowsheet for the treatment of Tummalapalle ore

Conglomerate

type

(QPC)

geology and QPC type of deposits discovered world over.

revived the exploration activities in the Southern

In the course of their regular survey for rock phosphates,

Cuddapah basin.

the Geological Survey of India reported uranium values

The crescent shaped Proterozoic Cuddapah

near Tummalapalle in phosphatic limestones in 1986

basin, a major geological entity in the Dharwar craton of

(Fig.1). Subsequently, intensive radiometric surveys were

Southern India, is comprised of unmetamorphosed and

taken up by AMD and established the occurrence of

unfossiliferous sediments of Palaeo to Neoproterozoic

extensive stratabound uranium mineralisation associated

age. The N-S trending basin covers an area of 44,500 sq.

with Vempalle limestones along the south-western margin

km and extends over a length of 450km with a mean width

of the basin.

of 150km (Fig.1). Cuddapah basin is characterised by

During the period from 1987 to 92, over

quartzite-shale-limestone sequences with intermittent

37,635m of drilling in 264 boreholes around

episodes of igneous activity together having an aggregate

Tummalapalle has established a reserve of 14,687 t U3O8

thickness of 6 to 12km. It was formed by the coalescence

at 0.04% U3O8 grade in this area. In the meantime,
airborne gamma-ray spectrometric surveys carried out by
AMD in the year 1987-88 confirmed the extension of the
mineralized dolostone unit over a strike length of 160 km
and threw light on the fertile nature of the provenance
rocks along the western margin of Cuddapah basin for
uranium mineralisation point of view. As a precursor to
commercial mining, an exploratory mine was opened to a
depth of 110m in Tummalapalle area during 1991 to 93 to
collect bulk samples for ore beneficiation studies and to
collect data on rock mechanics and related parameters for
mine construction. Since the host rock in this case is a

of six smaller basins formed at different time periods,
namely Papaghni, Chitravati, Nallamalai, Srisailam,
Kurnool and Palnad sub-basins. The Papaghni basin is of
Palaeoproterozoic age while the Chitravati, Nallamalai
and Srisailam sub-basins are of Mesoproterozoic age.
The Kurnool and Palnad sub-basins are complementary
to each other and formed during the Neoproterozoic
period. The western part of the basin is undeformed with a
prominent nonconformity whereas the Nallamalai Group
of rocks in the eastern half of the basin is thrusted over by
the basement crystalline rocks and has been subjected to
folding.

carbonate, conventional acidic leaching cannot be used

The Vempalle formation comprises shale,

for uranium beneficiation and an alkaline route of

siltstone, sandstone and stromatolitic dolomite in the
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lower part and shale, chert stromatolitic association in the

grain boundaries of clasts and within pelloids, mainly in

upper part. Uranium mineralisation in this part of the basin

the form of ultrafine pitchblende (V-bearing), in intimate

is hosted by impure dolomitic limestone of the Vempalle

association with pyrite and as dessiminations in

Formation. It extends from Chalumpalli village in the west

collophane – rich parts, besides as minor phases of

to Maddimadugu village in the east, over a 160 km long

coffinite (V-bearing), and U-Si-Ti complex as well as a little

belt along the western margin of the Cuddapah basin, with

U in the adsorbed form with cellophane. The associated

p r o m i s i n g m i n e r a l i s a t i o n a t Tu m m a l a p a l l e ,

ore minerals include mostly pyrite (As-and Ag- bearing),

Rachakuntapalle and Gadankipalle in the central part of

molybdenite, chalcopyrite, bornite, digenite and covellite.

the belt. The mineralized carbonate rock is a phosphatic

In addition to uranium, 0.023% of molybdenum is also

siliceous dolomitic limestone that is sandwiched between

contained in the ore.

the underlying massive dolomitic limestone unit and the
overlying shale and cherty dolomitic limestone unit
(Fig.2).

Uranium resources
Exploration for uranium has been given a

The mineralized dolostone comprises 1-7 m
thick, alternating bands of light and medium to dark grey
coloured layers.

The light grey layer is ultrafine and

carbonate-rich, whereas the medium to dark grey
coloured layer consists of coarse rhombic dolomite,
ultrafine phosphate (collophane), brown coloured organic
matter, fine grained opaque minerals, and felsic detrital
materials like quartz and feldspar, with authigenic
overgrowth besides dark coloured pellets of micrite and
collophane.

considerable boost in the XI plan period and so far more
than 65,000t U3O8 has been established in only 15 km
segment (upto 500m depth) out of the 160 km belt (Fig.3).
The mineralized dolostone contain uranium values of 0.03
to 0.3%. In a majority of drill-core samples, radiometric
disequilibrium is observed at an average of 20%.
Extension of similar mineralisation along the remaining
part of the strike length has been physically confirmed by
ground based and airborne radiometric surveys. South
Cuddapah basin, with its 160 km long belt of mineralized
dolostone is emerging as one of the largest uranium

U-mineralisation occurs along the bedding

provinces in the world.

plane, carbonate-phosphate contact, microstylolites,

Fig.1. Disposition of uranium ore across
Tummalapalle uranium deposit.
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Fig 2. Current exploration blocks around Tummalapalle uranium deposit.

Fig 3. Geolog ical map of Cuddapah basin showing uranium occurrences and deposits
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Progress in Steady State Superconducting Tokomak-1 Commissioning
Subrata Pradhan, Institute for Plasma Research,
had to be abandoned. A detailed review indicated that

Introduction

these limitations were primarily due to (a) distributed
leaks in the helium and nitrogen circuits, (b) unacceptable

The Steady State Superconducting Tokamak,

heat loads on the magnets due to higher than designed

SST-1 at Institute for Plasma Research has been

temperatures on the thermal shields and (c) leaks in the

designed for steady state plasmas in both Single Null (SN)

vacuum vessel baking channels amongst other minor

and Double Null (DN) configurations [1]. A set of sixteen

causes.

NbTi based superconducting Toroidal Field (TF) magnets,
Looking at the severity of these limitations and

a set of nine NbTi based superconducting Poloidal Field
(PF) magnets together with a pair of in-vessel resistive
magnets, as shown in fig. 1, provide the basic magnetic
confinement and shape of the plasmas. An air core
resistive central solenoid, coupled with three pairs of

after failure of initial attempts at fixing them in-situ, it was
decided to dismantle the machine and refurbish SST-1
afresh in a Mission mode. The refurbishment spectrum
was large. It included developing sub nano-ohm leak tight
joints in the magnet winding packs,

compensating coils, is used for the
plasma break down and initial
start-ups. They are aided by a pair
of vertical equilibrium coils to
provide the required equilibrium to
the plasmas. The initial plasma will

developing single phased LN2

The machine shell reassembly
comprises of more than 10000
components of various shapes and

cooled thermal shields, developing
supercritical helium cooled 5 K
thermal shields for magnet cases,
insurance of thermal and electrical

sizes designed to operate at various

isolations between various sub-

current of ~100 kA and leaning

temperatures namely at 300 K, 80 K

systems of SST-1, testing of each

against the limiter. Subsequently,

and 5 K. Further, some of these

be circular carrying a nominal

the current in the plasma will be

of the SST-1 Toroidal Field (TF)
magnets at 4.5 K with nominal

components are expected to

currents, testing each of the

kA rating and then to an elongated

operate in stress levels up to 300

modules and octants of SST-1

and `D' shaped tr iangular

MPa under both thermal and

ramped up to the nominal ~ 220

configuration with the help of
superconducting Poloidal Field
magnets and radio frequency
assisted

current

electromagnetic
conditions.

drive

m e c h a n i s m s. T h e n o m i n a l
positions of the plasma inside the vacuum vessel will be
maintained with an additional pair of feedback coils and
radial control coils coupled to the plasma. In 2005-06,
SST-1 commissioning was attempted with TF coils being
cooled down to 5 K in two phase mod with inlet pressure
being at 1.8 bar and outlet pressure being at 1.25 bar in a
overall cryostat vacuum of 10-4 mbar. Under such
conditions, the assembled TF magnets could only be
charged up to 1 kA as against the designed value of 10 kA.
From these commissioning attempts, it turned out that
several of the essential subsystems of SST-1 did not
function as designed and hence commissioning attempt

loading

machine shell in representative
exper imentally

simulated

scenarios, augmentation and
reliability establishment of the SST1 vacuum vessel baking system,
time synchronizations amongst

various heterogeneous subsystems of SST-1, large data
storage scenarios and integrated engineering testing of
the first phase of the plasma diagnostics. Also an inprinciple decision was adopted at testing each of the
components and subsystems before they are released for
the assembly on the machine shell under representative
scenarios. Under these SST-1 Mission mandate, it was
therefore decided to test all the newly made joints and
terminations at 4.5 K with nominal currents for their DC
resistances and leak tightness, to test all the helium and
nitrogen manifolds along with the potential breakers, to
test all the supercritical helium cooled thermal shields
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and re-fabricate the current leads assembly chamber for
ease in maintenance and access inside as well as to
install a dedicated facility for supplying single-phase
nitrogen through a boosting system. The insulation
strength of the magnets winding packs at 4.5 K under
current and field in representative cryostat vacuum was to
be validated through dedicated experiment. Thermal and
electrical isolations between the 5 K and 80 K surfaces in
the assembled SST-1 octant modules and characteristics
of the current leads under fast current ramping scenarios
as per SST-1 start-up sequences were also planned to be
validated through experiments. Augmentation of the
machine central controls with GPS based time
synchronization amongst heterogeneous sub-systems
and an integrated engineering validation of the first
plasma diagnostics with data acquisitions and triggers in
experimentally simulated sources have also become part
of the test program under refurbishment. The
refurbishment activity thus comprised of tasks involving
Fig.1. Cross-sectional 3D view of SST-1 Tokamak
showing various sub-systems in the machine shell.
being welded on the TF cases, to test all the vacuum
vessel modules and sectors having hot nitrogen flowing
baking channels, the vapor cooled current leads under
operating scenarios etc. It was further decided to redesign

redesigning, modifying the designs of some selected
components/subsystems, limited engineering and
technology and process trials and validations, precise
fabrication with enhanced QA / QC and precision
assembly and metrology at several stages. All the SST1 refurbishment aspects were cast under `SST-1 Mission'
from Jan 01, 2009 [1]. Under the mandate of the SST-1
Mission, a ~ 100 kA limiter assisted circular plasma with
superconducting TF magnets and PF magnets would be
realized in the first phase. Plasma break-down will be
accomplished with the available V-s of the Ohmic
Transformer (OT) system, plasma equilibrium shall be
maintained with equilibrium field (BV) magnets. The
expected plasma duration shall be ~ 300 ms with a TF field
of ~ 1.5 T and safety factor q ~ 3. Subsequently, the
plasma will be taken over by lower hybrid current drive and
its pulse length will be lengthened as well as plasma will
be shaped with the superconducting PF coils.
Prior to the first plasma, under the SST-1 Mission
mandate, all the sixteen assembled series connected TF
magnets shall be tested in supercritical helium flow
conditions (4 bar, 4.5 K, 1.25 g/s at the inlet) at 10 kA
transport current producing 3 T at the major radius of R =
1.1 m and 5.1 T on the conductor without any plasma with
the vessel being welded in a cryostat vacuum of 10-5 mbar

Fig 2: A typical SST-1 TF mag net is getting ready
for testing under representative conditions.

or better. As an auxiliary activity, all the Poloidal Field
magnets will also be tested under certain reference
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scenarios in cold with currents in specified ramp rates in

All the joints in superconducting TF and PF

supercritical flow conditions. The influence of the reflected

magnets of SST-1 have been re-fabricated with a modified

voltages and subsequent measures on driving power

cryo-stable design in a leak tight manner. All the sixteen

supplies (if any) shall also be implemented at this stage.

SST-1 TF magnets have been tested under both nominal

These activities have been planned immediately after the

supercritical and two-phase flow conditions at their

cool-down of the assembled magnets scheduled from

nominal transport currents of 10000 A at 5 K and have

Mar 2012. An engineering validation phase will also

been qualified. Fig 2 shows a typical SST-1 TF magnet

follow, focusing on the experimental assessment of the
error fields of the assembled magnets. Lengthening of the
SST-1 plasma duration shapes and sizes shall be
subsequently carried out. SST-1 Mission envisages the
completion of the essential refurbishment and initial
commissioning activities on SST-1 by middle of 2012 with
the cold and current tests on the assembled magnets,
field error measurements and with the first plasma. Till
date, the mission activities and progresses are on

Fig 3: Measured Voltage across the TF
Joint for calculating joint resistance.
schedule.
Progress in Test and Commissioning

Fig 4: The measured resistances from all TF mag nets

Fig 5: Schematic of 4.5 K helium refrigerator
liquef ier (HRL) system for SST-1
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equipped with sensors and diagnostics is getting ready for

abnormal events like quench and emergency shut-down

testing under representative conditions whereas a sub

with safety protocols.

nano-Ohm joint measured in one of the SST-1 TF winding
pack is shown in fig 3. Distributions of all measured joint
resistances are shown in fig-4. Such resistances are the
best so far in the presently established technologies. All
the SST-1 TF magnets have also been qualified for the
leak tightness under all operating conditions as well as
their insulation robustness against off-normal conditions.
Subsequently, all these magnets have been assembled
on the SST-1 machine shell along with their supports
structures. SST-1 TF magnets have been tested fully
equipped with all sensors and diagnostics monitoring the
voltage drop, temperature profile, strain state, flow and
resulting magnetic fields in the magnet winding pack with
smart signal conditioning and instrumentations. off
normal events such as `quench' of a magnet at full rated

The cryogenic system has established reliability
in excess of 99% over thirty campaigns involving
superconducting magnet tests during 2010-11 and has
subsequently been validated for SST-1 commissioning.
During the single TF magnet tests, the HRL had been
used in both two phase and supercritical mode and had
demonstrated adequate robustness. SST-1 80 K thermal
shield system comprising of nearly 130 LN2 panels is
completely redesigned and re-fabricated with hydroformed bubble type panels for improved surface
temperature uniformity and reduced pressure drop for a
given flow. The panels are cooled with single-phase
nitrogen at 7 bar (a). A typical thermal shield bubble panel
under test condition is shown in fig 6.

currents (> 1.1 million ampere) in the magnet winding

The single-phase nitrogen at 7 bar (a) is used for

packs have also been experimentally validated with

cooling the SST-1 thermal shields and provided by a

redundant quench detection instrumentations with

pressure Boosting system. The 80 K Nitrogen Boosting

reliability in excess of 99.9%. SST-1 Cryogenics system

system comprises of three highly efficient LN2 booster

comprises of a 1.3 kW at 4.5 K Helium
Refrigerator/Liquefier (HRL) system (fig 5), which is the
largest in India and caters to the SST-1 TF and PF coils as
well as a 80 K Boosting system catering single phase
nitrogen to the LN2 cooled bubble type 80 K thermal
shields. The operation features of HRL include controlled
cooling down and warming up of the magnet system from
300 K to 4.5 K and vice versa, double phase mode,
supercritical mode, absorption of transients from SST-1
during ramp up/down of the magnets and handling

Fig. 7. Process f low diag ram of LN2 Booster system.

Fig 6: A typical 80 K thermal shield section
showing bottom, side and top cryostat panels
under room temperature testing

Fig 8: A typical measured baking prof ile [8 h stability]
of SST-1 vacuum vessel (bottom port).
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pumps, a sub cooler, a make-up vessel & a pressurizing
vessel & is connected to the present SST-1 supply (fig 7).
The SST-1 vacuum system is a ~ 16 m3 ultra
high vacuum (UHV) system fabricated in eight modules
and eight sectors with baking channels welded onto it. The
vacuum vessel is bankable up to 150 C over extended
duration with hot nitrogen gas from a dedicated facility. All
the vessel sectors and modules have been baked in
representative conditions (fig 8) and have been validated
for their leak tightness, after which they have been
assembled on the machine shell.

Fig 9: 2D view of Current leads assembly
chamber with respect to SST-1

configuration as shown in fig. 10. The reference time for all

The first plasma will be leaning against a

synchronous and asynchronous events for the plasma

movable toroidal limiter system, which has been

shots are being derived from a precision crystal oven

fabricated and has been stand-alone tested. A dedicated

oscillator. A terabyte level data storage system has also

PXI based data acquisition platform has also been

been implemented for data handling and manipulation

developed for acquiring the data from the limiter. The

purposes. An electronic log book system has been

vacuum vessel and the cryostat shall be pumped with two

introduced aimed at logging all the experiments and

numbers of turbo-molecular pumps. The pumping system

campaigns also. Presently, the communication protocols

and their interlocks are all automated in SST-1 and are

are being established with various subsystems of SST-1

operated remotely. A suitable piezoelectric valve based

with that of SST-1 Machine Control in a fail proof manner

gas feed system with their switching and control system is

with practically simulated scenarios.

also in place for gas puffing purposes in the first phase of
plasma operation. The wall conditioning will be
boronization.

SST-1 Data Acquisition System is focused at
establishing the communication interfaces between the
front end signal conditioning and electronics, data

SST-1 TF and PF current leads are vapor-

acquisition and controls for automated information

cooled type and have been developed indigenously.

exchanges during the SST-1 operation under the overall

These 10000 A current leads have been tested and

Central Control. Several integrated diagnostics tests with

validated for representative TF and PF operational

simulated sources on distributed and laid out signal

scenarios. All these current leads are housed in a `current

conditioning, data acquisition modules interfaced with

lead assembly chamber' (CLAC) situated about 10 m

central timing system have been completed successfully.

away from the SST-1 machine shell in the SST-1
cryogenics hall (fig 9). The CLAC is equipped with suitable
inlet/outlet cryogenics lines for the TF and PF current
leads liquid helium baths, potential breakers separating
the HV with ground and return gas lines. The cryostat
vacuum is separated from the CLAC vacuum with a
suitable vacuum barrier.
All the essential subsystems of SST-1 are
monitored through a central machine control. Various
subsystems of SST-1 operate in heterogonous platforms
such as VME, PXI, and SCADA etc. This diversity had
been recognized and has been addressed with a GPS
based time synchronization system in a master slave

Fig 10: GPS based time Synchronization System
for SST-1
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In the first phase of plasma, the electromagnetic
diagnostics, Bolometry, Microwave diagnostics and
spectroscopy diagnostics are primary. Subsequently,
advanced diagnostics appropriate for shaped plasmas
will be introduced. A dedicated Network Attached Data
Storage Server has been implemented to store the
diagnostics data for post shot analyses.

based metrology and is stage-wise review based.
The machine shell reassembly comprises of
more than 10000 components of various shapes and
sizes designed to operate at various temperatures
namely at 300 K, 80 K and 5 K. Further, some of these
components are expected to operate in stress levels up to
300 MPa under both thermal and electromagnetic loading

SST-1 power supplies (one for TF and eleven
for PF magnets) are twelve pulse controlled rectifier type.
The TF power supply is rated for 10 kA DC with no load
voltage of 18 V DC. This power supply has been
extensively used during the TF coil tests campaigns with
VME controls and acquisition.

conditions.
The entire re-assembly comprises of six
milestone phases out of which three milestones have
been completed till date. Fig 11 shows the completion of
the machine shell comprising of the assembly of all the
bottom superconducting coils, sixteen tested TF coils, all

The magnet

t h e s i x t e e n ve s s e l

protection sequences

sectors and modules and

along with the energy

thirty two outer-inter-coil-

dump functions have

structures as well as all

been experimentally

tested vessel thermal

these

shields as achieved on

campaigns together with

verified

in

Oct 10, 2011. Chairman

the critical fiber optic

Dr Srikumar Banerjee

communications

visited the advanced

between the Magnet

stage phase-III of SST-1

System, Vacuum System

reassembly. Presently,

and Power Supply. SST-

the fourth milestone

1 PF power supplies are

namely 'Closing the

also been rated for 10 kA

Cryostat', have been

DC at various voltages

taken up. This will follow

ranging between 7 V and

the

160 V DC and can be

validation

operated at a maximum

Fig 11: SST-1 after the completion of
phase-II of the re-assembly.

duty of 1000 s every

engineering
of

the

assembled device aimed
at determining the `figure

hour. These power supplies are under integration and are

of merit' of the assembled SST-1 as a magnetic device

being readied for the SST-1 Mission. The power supplies

with special attention focused at measuring the field

for SST-1 Ohmic Transformer (OT) coils will use the

errors with the magnets being cooled and charged. The

existing OT power supplies for Aditya tokamak and can be

first plasma trials on SST-1 are envisaged soon after

connected to SST-1 OT coils as and when required.

towards the middle of 2012.

Concluding remarks and Future plans

Reference:
[1] S. Pradhan & SST-1 Mission Team, “ Status of SST-1

SST-1 refurbishment is based on meticulous
testing at all levels, namely, component level, sub-system

Refurbishment”, J. Plasma Fusion Res. SERIES, vol 9
(2010), pp 650-657

levels and system level prior to the device integration
coupled with a strict QA/QC as well as precision laser
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Experiments with Indian National Gamma Array
at TIFR-BARC Pelletron Linac Facility at Mumbai
From: Tata Institute of Fundamental Research.

The

physics focus of the Indian National

using large array of Compton suppressed high purity
germanium (HPGe) detectors continues to reveal new

Gamma detector Array (INGA) is to investigate emergent

and interesting aspect of nuclear structure. INGA along

phenomena of nuclear many-body system and the

with other ancillary detectors has been used for the

symmetry of nuclear mean-field at high angular

investigation of variety of nuclear structure phenomena,

momentum. It is a subject of topical interest in low energy

e.g., shape coexistence, magnetic/anti-magnetic rotation,

nuclear physics to investigate different nuclear structure

chiral rotations, coupling of gamma vibration with other

phenomena, that occur at very low cross-section in

modes, high spin states of neutron rich nuclei in sd-shell,

heavy-ion induced reactions. These measurements will

and isomers near shell closure [1-8].

be able to probe new nuclear mechanisms and improve
the understanding of the already known excitation modes
of nuclei. To achieve this general goal, a 24 Clover
Detector array with a total photo-peak detection efficiency
of ~5% named as INGA was assembled.

Several source and in-beam experiments were
performed to validate the specifications related to the
count rate handling capability, energy resolution, and gain
stability. Around 20 experiments were successfully
completed using the current set-up to investigate different

TIFR is one of the lead institutes of this national

high spin phenomena and the data sets are under

collaboration and

analysis. Angular

contributes in its

d i s t r i b u t i o n

p l a n n i n g ,

measurement

d e s i g n i n g ,

gamma

commissioning of

carried

the array which

triggerless mode with a

moves between

total count rate of

t h e

t h r e e

about 250 kHz for the

accelerator

f u l l a r r a y, g i v i n g

centres within

angular distribution

India. TIFR group

coefficients. Using the

is the first to

time-stamped gamma-

implement a new

gamma coincidence

readout scheme

data

ray

of

was

out

in

lifetime

of

based on the

isomeric state of

Digital Signal

w a s fo u n d t o b e

Processing (DSP)
technique for the

Figure-1 (Colour online) Picture of the Indian National Gamma Array with the
Compton suppressed clover detectors in Hall-2 of the
TIFR-BARC Pelletron-LINAC facility at Mumbai.

90

Nb

471(14) nsec from the
present

set-up.

clover detector

Inclusion of a fast timing array consisting of LaBr3 (Ce)

array which enhanced the detection capability of the array

scintillators with the INGA is planned and their timing

by one order of magnitude. Data analysis software has

properties with the existing DDAQ will be investigated.

been developed at TIFR.

This will facilitate the lifetime measurements of isomeric

A basic property of the nucleus is its

states from 1 nsec to few µsec during the usual gamma-

geometrical shape which is result of the delicate balance

gamma coincidence measurement. Testing of the DDAQ

between the shell structure and the residual interaction

for the light charged particle identification using CsI(Tl)

among nucleons. Discrete gamma ray spectroscopy

and Si detectors is also planned. The coupling of INGA
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and

A total of 40 experimental
proposals have been
accepted for the current
experimental campaign of
INGA at TIFR. 20
experiments have been
performed during 2011. 60
scientists including 25 Ph.D
students from different
institutes within India and
abroad are involved in these
experiments.

its

analogue system. A total of 40 experimental proposals

different

have been accepted for the current experimental

ancillary

campaign of INGA at TIFR. 20 experiments have been

detectors to

performed during 2011. 60 scientists including 25 Ph.D

the digital

students from different institutes within India and abroad

DAQ w i l l

are involved in these experiments. Research work with

improve the

INGA resulted in a large number of publications and

overall

invited talks in international/national conferences. The

efficiency

project has significantly added to the knowledge-base

a

d

and the technical manpower in the country in the field of

sensitivity

nuclear gamma ray spectroscopy with heavy ion

o f

accelerator facilities for nuclear physics.

n

t h e

g a m m a
detector
array for
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of INGA collaboration.
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Nuclear Science Research and Accelerator Developments at VECC
From Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre

Cyclotrons play crucial roles in unraveling the

The RF bias power supplies were upgraded with

mysteries of the nucleus that resides at the centre of the

indigenously developed anode power supply (20kV, 20A

atom. The properties of the atomic nuclei can be studied

DC) with fast acting (2ms) crowbar circuitry, screen power

by colliding energetic nuclei catered by cyclotrons with the

supply (1200V, 0.5A DC), grid power supply (0 to -160V,

appropriate targets. The room temperature cyclotron at

500mA DC) and filament power supply (4V, 2000A DC). A

Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre (VECC) is providing

PLC-based scheme replaced its existing supervisory

light ion beams since its inception. The heavy ion beams

system. The cooling loops of major sub-assemblies of the

of intermediate energy from Superconducting Cyclotron

RF system were also overhauled.

can be used to probe the properties of nuclei under
extreme conditions of density and temperature.

The

forthcoming Radioactive Ion beam facility at the Centre
will shed light on the synthesis of heavy nuclei in stars
through the study of nuclear reactions with unstable
nuclei.

In the extraction system, a new deflector power
supply, rated 100kV, 0.6mA, 0.005% line regulation was
installed. A new welded type SS vacuum chamber with
trapezoidal cross-section was installed for the analyzing
magnet. The steering magnet at high intensity cave was
remodelled for better performance and faster
maintenance. The power supplies for all the beam-line-

K-130 Room Temperature Cyclotron
The K-130 room temperature cyclotron or the
Variable Energy Cyclotron (VEC), is the first indigenously
developed large accelerator in the country.

Since its

commissioning in 1977, it has catered to large number of
experiments with beams of proton, deuteron and alpha till
1997, when the internal PIG ion source was replaced by
external 6.4 GHz ECR ion source.

magnets were replaced with precision regulated DC
power supplies. The accelerator technical services viz.,
the vacuum system, the low conductivity water system,
heating, ventilation and air-conditioning system were also
modernized with incorporation of state-of-the-art
techniques to improve system functionalities.

The machine

continued delivering heavy ion beams of energy 7-8
MeV/nucleon till 2007, following which a planned shutdown was taken for extensive upgradation programme.
The machine resumed its operation with the new setup
and again an internal PIG source on December 2009 and
since then is providing good quality beams of proton and
alpha for conducting experiments in nuclear physics,

Fig.1: (Left panel) K-130 room temperature cyclotron
at VECC, (Right panel) Beam spot

material science and chemistry.
The central region geometry of the machine
was modified to incorporate the internal PIG ion source
powered by newly installed filament power supply (5V,
500A DC, 100ppm current stability) and an arc power
supply (600V, 2A DC, 0.1% voltage regulation). In order
to ensure the reliability and stability of the machine
precision power supplies for the main magnet (115V max,
2000A DC, 10ppm long term stability) and trim coils
(12V/24V, 750A/2000A DC with 100ppm long term
stability) were installed.

For the computer control of the entire system,
Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System
(EPICS) has been adopted due to its brilliant features like
world-wide collaborative development, ease of use,
reliability, scalability and portability.

In the control

console, an indigenously developed microcontrollerbased touch-panel type soft console has been installed
and console-independent-GUIs are implemented for the
distributed monitoring and control of the process
parameters using EPICS extension tools. The machine is
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now planned to be used as the primary source of light ion

Department of Atomic Energy, when the technology of

beams for the upcoming Radioactive Ion Beam Facility at

superconductivity is incorporated in cyclotron design. It is

the Centre apart from the other research experiments.

also the first compact superconducting cyclotron in Asia.

Nuclear Physics Research with the Rejuvenated VEC

A large superconducting solenoid is placed around the
intricately machined pole pieces with spiral pole tips and

Since January 2009 the rejuvenated VEC is

shielded by an annular return yoke. This self shielded

now delivering good quality alpha and proton beams in

magnet can produce a maximum magnetic field of

the energy range of 30-65 MeV and 7-20 MeV,
respectively.

Several experiments of nuclear physics,

radiochemistry and material science have been carried
out using these beams with the help of indigenously
developed detector systems. The Large Area Modular
BaF2 Detector Array (LAMBDA), developed at VECC has
been used to carry out series of experiments to measure
the Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) width at low
temperature using alpha induced fusion reactions. The
new data obtained regarding temperature dependence of
GDR width would be utilized to make necessary
modifications to the existing Thermal Shape Fluctuation
Model to predict the correct variation of GDR width at low
and high temperature simultaneously. Alpha beam was
also used to populate nuclei at higher spin and angular
momentum to investigate the single particle shell model
intruder orbital in Thallium isotopes near a magic shell
closure with high resolution HPGe detectors and Low
Energy Photon Spectrometers (LEPS). Alpha beams of
different energies were used to study different aspects of
reaction mechanism, such as, angular momentum
dependence of nuclear level density parameter, reaction
cross-section measurement.

One of the important

experiments among those was to investigate the nature of
the famous “Hoyle state”, which plays a crucial role in the
production of the elements in the universe. For precise
measurement of kinematical correlation between the
particles emitted in the decay of the Hoyle state, an
exclusive experiment has been performed at VECC using
60 MeV alpha beams on a self supporting 12C target with
Si-strip charged particle detector setup. On the other
hand, 8-11 MeV of proton beams were successfully used
to populate, for the first time, the excited levels of 150Pm,
which is considered to be the “branch point” nucleus in sprocess path of nucleosynthesis of various elements.
K – 500 Superconducting Cyclotron (SCC)
The SCC at VECC is a remarkable milestone
touched by the scientists and technologists of the

Fig.2: K500 Superconducting Cyclotron with beam line
magnitude ~5 Tesla. The technical challenges of using
superconducting coil in cyclotron have been aggravated
by its characteristic compactness. Due to the complicated
technical problems that it posses, the construction of SCC
is normally a decade long process. The use of cryogenics
and superconducting technology required the installation
and operation of a helium refrigerator plant (250 W at 4.2
K) and a cryostat with several penetrations through the
cryostat to access the beam acceleration chamber.
Strong stresses developed due to electromagnetic forces
on the coils and due to differential thermal contraction had
to be overcome.

Surmounting the vacuum leaks

appearing at low temperatures and heat leaks to be
detected in presence of a very restricted experimental
condition are also considered as great challenges. The
commissioning time scale is further stretched for such a
large superconducting magnet because each cooling
down and warming up cycle of the huge cold mass takes
long time. In addition, as a result of high magnetic field in
a compact space, all other main components like the
accelerating system, the injection and extraction
elements passed through special technical hurdles. The
SCC has accelerated several light ion beams e.g., N, O,
Ne, Ar, up to the extraction radius. The first internal beam
was accelerated in the mid 2009.

Subsequently, the
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extraction system and the external beam line have been

blocking causes a transition in the reaction mechanisms

installed.

Extensive efforts are on to overcome the

from the low energy mean field dominated regime to a

challenges related to the extraction of such a high rigidity

new regime dominated by nucleon-nucleon collisions.

beam.

The hot nuclear matter (temperature~5-10MeV), which is
This 100 tonne machine (Fig.2), a cylindrical

structure of 3 meter diameter and 2.2 meter height, can
produce a maximum energy of 80 MeV/A for lighter ions
and 5-10 MeV/A for heavier ions covering the whole range
of the periodic table.

produced in central and non-central collisions of two
heavy ions at intermediate energies, relaxes through
emission of multiple light particles and fragments are
shown in Fig.3.

Experiments of intermediate energy

nuclear physics have been aimed to learn about the multiparticle correlation, multi-fragmentation and its relation to

Nuclear Physics Research with the Superconducting

liquid-gas phase transition, mid-rapidity intermediate

Cyclotron

mass fragment (IMF) emission, excited state giant
resonance decay, hard / soft photon emission in p-n
bremsstrahlung process and the temporal dynamics of
the hot system.

A comprehensive experimental

programme has been initiated at VECC to address these
physics issues with the help of detector facilities such as:
(i) a very large scattering chamber (ii) charged particle
detector array, (iii) major large area gas detectors (iv)
neutron time-of-flight (TOF) array and 4pi multiplicity
detector, (v) high energy photon spectrometer and (vi) a
cryogenic penning trap. Some of these detectors have
already been tested successfully using beams from VEC,
K-130 cyclotron at the Centre. The typical Z-identification
obtained using the charged particle telescopes of Si-strip
detectors is shown in Fig.4 and Giant Dipole Resonance
Fig.3: Scheme of various detector facilities

(GDR) lineshapes, indicating a Jacobi shape transition in
47

V and large prolate deformation in 32S are shown in Fig.5.

Fig.4: Z identif ication by Si-strip detectors

The SCC facility at VECC will open up new
frontiers in intermediate energy nuclear physics research
in the country. The heavy ions collisions in the energy
domain of K-500 cyclotron provide a unique tool to probe
the properties of nuclei under extreme conditions of
density and temperature. This is considered to be an

Fig 5: GDR lineshape for 47V and 32S

energy region, where the gradual weakening of Pauli
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ECR ion source-based Low Energy Heavy Ion Facility

exotic nuclei, led to enormous activity world-wide in the

for Material Science Research

construction of RIB facilities.

An Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) ion
source-based low energy ion beam facility (Fig. 6) has
been developed at VECC for material science and atomic
physics research. This indigenously built facility utilizes a
6.4 GHz ECR ion source providing high charge state ion
beams of N, O, Ne, Ar, S, Kr, Xe, Ti, Hf etc with beam
energy ranging from a few keV to a few hundreds of keV.
The facility has been used by experimentalists from
various universities and national laboratories including
VECC to conduct high quality research works. Some of
the experiments carried out with these facilities are the
following: (i) synthesis of b-FeSi2 by implanting Fe ions in
single crystalline silicon samples. This study has
important applications in optoelectronics. (ii) Fe ion
implantation in ZnO for synthesis of p-type ZnO. (iii)

In tune with the world

scenario VECC decided to work towards the design and
development of a RIB facility in the late nineties. The
basic layout of the facility was worked out and major R&D
steps were completed by the year 2002. RIB is expected
to open up front-line research opportunity in the areas of
nuclear-astrophysics and nuclear spectroscopy.

The

rapid neutron capture process (r-process) responsible for
heavy element synthesis beyond iron in stars involves
neutron-rich exotic nuclei (Fig.7.).

The predicted r-

process reaction path that has been mostly inaccessible
experimentally may become accessible with the fission
production route. RIB also has potential applications in
material science, atomic physics and biology. Thus the
variety of beams in terms of ion species, beam energy and
intensity will create enormous research activities.

Oxygen ion implantation in Poly Methyl Methacrylale
(PMMA) to study the change of molecular polarizability of
PMMA. (iv) The study of turnability of dielectric constant
of Polymer Polyaniline –Polyvinyl Alcohol by Argon
irradiation etc.

Fig.7: The nuclear chart showing
rp-process and r-process path

Fig 6 : ECR ion source-based material science facility

Nuclear Science Research with Radioactive Ion
Beams (RIB)
Radioactive Ion Beams (RIB), as the name
suggests, are energetic beams of radioactive isotopes
that are created in the laboratory using particle
accelerators. The exciting physics that emerged from the
study of nuclei away from beta-stability – the so called

Fig.8: Scheme of VECC RIB facility
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The scheme for RIB production at VECC is
depicted in Fig.8. This facility is an ISOL type RIB facility.
Radioactive isotopes are first produced in a target from
nuclear reaction with the primary beam for which two

-e

e-linac
30/50 MeV,
100 kW

g

Uranium
Target

ISOL type RIB
facility

RIB

converter

options – light-ion beams from the existing K-130
cyclotron VEC) and electron beams from a

Figure 10.Scheme of photo-f ission production route

superconducting electron linear accelerator are
considered. Radioactive atoms diffusing from the target
are ionized initially in an integrated 1+ ion-source and
then in an Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) ionsource. After mass-separation the low energy RIB is
accelerated from ~1.75 keV/nucleon to ~100 keV/nucleon
energy in a Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) Linac.
Three IH Linac modules will take the energy from 100
keV/nucleon to around 415 keV/nucleon. Subsequent
Linac modules will be added to achieve the final energy to

The present RIB facility is being built around the
existing K-130 cyclotron which is expected to deliver,
typically, over 10 mA of alpha (30-65 MeV) and proton (720 MeV) beams for the purpose of RIB production. Plans
are also on to use the photo-fission route (Fig.9) for the
production of neutron-rich RIB in the future. Photo-fission
of actinides e.g.

238

U produces isotopes with mass

distribution around Z=40, N=60 and Z=50, N=82. It is
expected that intensity of up to 108 pps may be achievable
for exotic nuclei like 89Kr to 92Kr and 132Sn and many other
neutron-rich nuclei of interest to r-process nucleosynthesis.

Design and development of the

superconducting electron linear accelerator is also going
on at the Centre.

Summary
The ambit of scientific research with the help of
cyclotron is enormous. Among those the most crucial one
is the study of the properties of atomic nuclei.

By

changing the energy and the type of the accelerated
Fig. 9 : RFQ for the VECC RIB facility

beams from the cyclotron the properties of nuclei can be
investigated under various conditions.

VECC's

indigenously built room temperature cyclotron geared
1.3 MeV/nucleon. The facility is being housed in one of

with light ions beam, the SCC capable of accelerating

the existing experimental caves of the K-130 cyclotron

heavy ions at higher energies and the future RIB facility

The first major milestone of the RIB project was achieved

providing unstable isotope for nuclear reactions make it a

in late 2005 when stable ion beams were accelerated to

unique laboratory for research in nuclear physics,

29 keV/A in an indigenously developed and built 1.7m

material science, chemistry, atomic physics and biology.

long RFQ Linac, the first of its kind in the country. The

The 6.4 GHz ECR ion source based low energy facility

second RFQ that delivers 99 keV/nucleon beams was

developed at the Centre has also been extensively used

commissioned (Fig. 10) in 2008. Three IH-Linac cavities

for research in semiconductors, optoelectronics, atomic

also have been successfully commissioned. The beam

physics and material science with different ion beams by

energy after Linac-1, Linac-2 and Linac-3 is 186

various Indian Universities and National Laboratories.

keV/nucleon, 289 keV/nucleon and 415 keV/nucleon,
respectively. Stable isotope beams of oxygen, nitrogen,
argon and iron have been accelerated in the facility and
are being used for material science experiments.
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Nuclear radiation and health – the true story

Dr C S Pramesh, Associate Professor, Tata Memorial Centre &
Prof Rajendra Badwe, Director, Tata Memorial Centre

Energy

and power are the backbone of

sustainable development. Mankind cannot progress
without adequate resources of energy. There are several
options for generating power, common amongst them
being nuclear, coal, geothermal, wind, solar (thermal),
solar (photovoltaic), petroleum and biomass. None of
these options evoke as much controversy as nuclear
power, primarily because nuclear catastrophies are
dramatic, are widely covered by the media, and are
depicted by graphic images which are often graphic.
Frequently, issues of nuclear energy are not completely
separated from nuclear weapons. There are also
widespread beliefs amongst the lay public about the
potential safety hazards to the general population
primarily related to cancer and congenital anomalies.
While it is easy to get carried away by passionate rhetoric
from both pro and anti nuclear activists, it is important to
remain dispassionately scientific and objective about
evaluating the potential and real effects of nuclear
radiation on human health. Before we go on to look at the
evidence on nuclear radiation and health, it is important to
understand a few
basic points about
radiation. Radiation
No increase in
is universal, and
occurs naturally in
cancer
our environment
incidence was
from the soil, outer
space,
televisions
seen amongst all the
and diagnostic
categories compared
medical tests. An
'average' person is
to those who were
struck by about
not exposed to
15,000 particles of
r a d i a t i o n eve r y
radiation.
second from natural
There was no
sources, and a
routine x-ray
increase in the
involves being
incidence of birth
struck by about 100
billion par ticles!
defects among
Although this might
children born to
appear dangerous,
it is not, because
radiation workers
the likelihood of a
radioactive particle
to cause cancer or

genetic disease in the human body is one in 30 million
billion. The average year will result in approximately 2.3
mSv background radiation to a human being while
radiation due to a nuclear plant being nearby is far less.
There are many areas in India which have a much
higher natural radiation exposure than the national
average. For example, in Kerala, some people living along
the high radiation areas receive 10 times the national
average exposure. It is a less-known fact that radiation
from a nuclear power plant in normal operation is less
than radiation emitted from a coal power plant! Most of the
adverse publicity of nuclear radiation stems from their
supposed effects on human diseases, mainly cancer and
congenital anomalies (birth defects). There have been
several studies in different parts of the world on
populations living close to nuclear power plants. Most of
the studies in India have been done in areas close to
established nuclear power stations and high radiation
areas like Karunagapally in Kerala (close to the thoriumrich sands).
The Regional Cancer Centre at
Thiruvananthapuram performed a study involving more
than 4 lakh people living in the area covering an area of
192 square km. Here, the entire population was studied
for their lifestyle, habits etc., and radiation levels inside
and outside the house as well as in the soil were
measured. Cancer incidence was recorded from the
population based cancer registry using internationally
accepted methods. The overall cancer incidence was
found to be similar between Karunagapally and
Thiruvananthapuram although Karunagapally received a
much higher radiation dose. Moreover, cancer was found
to be less than half the incidence found in other parts of
India like the north east states of Mizoram where there
were no nuclear power plants.
The Tata Memorial Hospital performed studies in
Tarapur (Maharashtra) and Kakrapar (Gujarat). The
Tarapur study was done with over 10,000 individuals
working at the nuclear plant, their families and children.
No increase in cancer incidence was seen amongst all the
categories compared to those who were not exposed to
radiation. There was no increase in the incidence of birth
defects among children born to radiation workers. The
Kakrapar study showed no cancers amongst those living
in the area. Using the same methods as the Tata Memorial
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Hospital, the
Most diagnostic tests, A r i g n a r A n n a
Memorial Cancer
especially those involving Research Institute
i m a g i n g u s e t h e in Kanchipuram
performed a similar
principles of radiation. It s t u d y
i n
would be impossible to Kalpakkam. More
than 5000 radiation
think of modern medicine wo r ke r s, n e a r l y
without the support of 4000 spouses, and
over 5000 children
radiological imaging, b o r n o f t h e s e
which use nuclear workers were
s t u d i e d fo r t h e
radiation extensively.
occurrence of
cancer and birth
defects. No
differences were seen in cancer incidence between
radiation workers in Kalpakkam and non-radiation
workers; there was also no difference in cancer incidence
between radiation workers at Kalpakkam and nonradiation workers at BARC, Mumbai. The prevalence of
cancer seen was in fact, lower than the national average
prevalence of cancer. Occurrence of birth defects were
also similar to the national average The SMS Medical
College, Jaipur conducted a similar study in Rawatbhata
with similar results. The Jawaharlal Nehru Medical
College, Aligarh conducted the same study in Narora
Atomic Power Station and came to similar conclusions as
the previous studies. Overall studies done in Tarapur,
Kakrapar, Kalpakkam, Rawatbhata, and Narora have all
reached similar conclusions that cancer incidence and
birth defects amongst people living in nuclear installations
are similar or lower than the national average.
These studies are not confined to India alone. There
have been several studies conducted in different parts of

the world including Canada, UK, France and Finland. In a
large study in Eldorado, Canada, over 17,000 individuals
were followed up for several decades. The incidence of
cancer and all diseases were found to be actually lower
than the national average. Another study investigated 29
nuclear power stations in France and a 20 km radius
around the nuclear plants. This study also showed a lower
incidence of cancers compared to the national average.
Similar studies were carried out in Finland and Taiwan
with no increase in the incidence of cancers or birth
defects.
Nuclear radiation has several medical uses both
in diagnostics and treatment. Most diagnostic tests,
especially those involving imaging use the principles of
radiation. It would be impossible to think of modern
medicine without the support of radiological imaging,
which use nuclear radiation extensively. These tests, to
name a few, x-rays, CT scans, bone scans, PET scans help clinicians – surgeons and physicians the world over
diagnose human diseases accurately, thereby enabling
optimal treatment. Radio isotopes are used extensively in
diagnostic procedures like thyroid iodine scans, bone
scans, lung perfusion scans and brain scans.
Nuclear radiation is also extensively used in the
treatment of a number of human cancers. Sever solid
cancers like those of the larynx and hypopharynx (throat),
esophagus (foodpipe), cervix etc are treated curatively
using radiation therapy. In addition, radiation is used along
with surgery and chemotherapy in a number of other solid
cancers including the oral cavity (mouth), tongue,
stomach, rectum and bone tumors amongst others. It is
estimated that over half (50-70%) of all patients with
cancer are treated using radiation therapy at some point in
their disease. Radio isotopes are also used in treatment of
cancers like thyroid cancer in addition to diagnostic
purposes.
To summarise, nuclear radiation is one of the
most important sources of energy, giving clean, green
energy with very minimal risks to the population or to the
environment. Modern nuclear power plants are safe and
cause no major increase in environmental radiation. The
incidence of cancers and birth defects are not increased
due to radiation from functional nuclear plants. Nuclear
radiation is extremely useful to medicine and is applied
widely in diagnosis as well as treatment of human
diseases.
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Radiological surveillance around uranium mining
and milling facilities in India

R.M. Tripathi, Environmental Assessment Division
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai

of mining operation. The HPU is responsible for

Uranium is the basic energy mineral for the

environmental surveillance and radiation protection of the

present Indian nuclear power programme. Economic

site which comprises of radiation protection of

scale production of natural uranium is the prerequisite for

occupational workers, the environment and the members

meeting the energy requirement of the country. In view of

of the public. The environmental surveillance includes

the presence of significant deposits of low grade uranium

monitoring of gamma radiation, radon and its daughter

ore in Singhbhum region of Jharkhand state, indigenous

products, naturally occurring radionuclides and other

uranium mining and ore processing programme was

process related chemicals. HPU is also responsible for

initiated during early sixties.

monitoring of atmospheric, terrestrial and aquatic

Uranium, a naturally

occurring radioactive element with low specific activity
has three isotopes

238

U (99.28%),

235

U (~0.72%) and

U

(0.005%). It is widespread in the earth's crust with varying
concentrations. The concentration of uranium in soil
varies from 1- 9 parts per million (ppm) and its global
average in soil is around 3 ppm. Natural uranium primarily
comprises of

discharges from the uranium mining and milling facility.

234

238

U, which is the parent of a series of

radioactive elements and ultimately decays to stable lead
(206Pb).

External radiation
exposure

to

members of the
public is due to
naturally present
terrestrial and
cosmic radiation. It
varies from place to

In India, mining of low-grade uranium ore was

place, with altitude

taken up by Uranium Corporation of India Limited (UCIL)

and latitude of a

at Jaduguda in mid 1960s. Jaduguda (lat 22o 39', long. 86o

place and also with

20') uranium deposit is located almost in the centre of the

s u r f a c e

Singhbhum thrust belt (STB). Subsequently, other

mineralization. The

underground mines at Bhatin, Narwapahar, Turamdih and

exter nal gamma

Bagjata commenced production. Bandhuhurang is the

radiation dose in

only operating open cast uranium mine in the country. The

villages around

ore from Jaduguda, Bhatin, Narwapahar and Bagjata

u ra n i u m m i n i n g

mines is processed in the uranium mill at Jaduguda in

c o m p l ex va r i e s

East Singhbhum district of Jharkhand. The locations of

from 0.86 to 1.17
-1

operating and proposed uranium mines in India are given

mSv.y

in Figure 1. The uranium extraction process involves acid

average of 1.00

leaching followed by ion exchange separation.

mSv.y-1 (Figure 1)

The

with an

External radiation
exposure to
members of the
public is due to
naturally present
terrestrial and
cosmic radiation. It
varies from place to
place, with altitude
and latitude of a
place and also with
surface
mineralization.

grounded ore is leached with sulphuric acid in presence of

w h i c h

pyrolusite (MnO2), which acts as an oxidant.

This is

comparable with the global average value of 0.9 mSv.y-1.

passed through ion-exchange columns with resin for

The Jaduguda region is highly mineralized zone. The

purification and concentration. The uranium is eluted and

variation in the external gamma radiation dose can be

precipitated as magnesium di-uranate commonly known

attributed to the heterogeneous surface mineralization of

as 'Yellow Cake'.

uranium in the region. The external gamma radiation

Health Physics Unit (HPU) of Environmental
Assessment Division of Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
has been established at the mining site prior to inception

i s

dose varies in the range of 0.6 – 2 mSv.y-1 globally. There
are no National or International prescribed limits for
natural external gamma dose.
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Radon is ubiquitous and delivers more than 50% of the
natural radiation dose globally. The atmospheric outdoor

found to be 4.4 and 23.1 µSv.y-1 due to nat. U and

outdoor radon levels, no limits has been stipulated by
National or International regulatory bodies as it is of
natural origin and un-amenable to control. The mean
indoor radon level was found to be 70 Bq.m-3 which is
lower than the action level i.e., 300 Bq.m-3 (IAEA Interim
BSS, 2011). The radiation dose to members of the public
residing around uranium mining complex at Jaduguda
due to radon and its progeny is found to be 1.37 mSv.y-1
which is comparable with the global average value of 1.2
mSv.y-1.
The natural uranium and 226Ra in drinking water
samples around Jaduguda found in the range of 0.5 – 44
µg.l-1 averaging around 2.66 µg.l-1 and 3.5 – 753 mBq.l-1
averaging around 55.82 mBq.l-1, respectively. The mean
radiation dose to members of the public assessed
assuming water intake rate of 4.05 l d-1 and IAEA BSS
dose coefficients through drinking water pathway were

Ra,

respectively.

radon levels in villages around Jaduguda vary from 9 to 26
Bq.m-3 with an average of 18 Bq.m-3 (Figure 3). For the

226

The mean ingestion dose due to naturally
occurring radionuclides through intake of drinking water
and food is found to be 0.37 mSv.y-1 which is comparable
to the global average value of 0.3 mSv.y-1. Thus the total
radiation dose (from natural background and due to
operation of uranium mines, if any) to members of the
public residing around uranium mining facility at
Jaduguda is 2.74 mSv.y-1 against the global average of 2.4
mSv.y-1 (1 - 13 mSv.y-1). The slight increase in the dose
can be attributed to the highly mineralized zone at
Jaduguda.
The uranium mines and processing plant at
Jaduguda employ the latest and safest technology in the
respective fields and adhere strictly to quality control, safe
operations, proper waste management and overall
pollution control in the plant and surrounding
environment. Adequate protection measures are taken to
keep the environment clean and maintain it close to
nature.

Fig. 1: Operating and proposed uranium mining sites in India
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SQUID based magnetocardiography (MCG) system
for probing human heart
There has been a steady increase in the

with a temporal resolution of one millisecond. The
measurement is quick and is completed in a five minute

incidence of cardiovascular diseases in the developing

easy scan over the chest with practically no preparation of

world, which is estimated to account for more than two

the subject and without any messy electrical contacts on

thirds of the global deaths due to such diseases. In India,

the chest.

cardiovascular diseases could be the most important
cause of mortality by 2015 looking at the trends in both

The system comprises 37 SQUID sensors

rural and urban populations. In this context, the need to

assembled inside a flat bottom liquid helium cryostat with

develop new diagnostic techniques which are noninvasive

a capacity of 20 liters of liquid helium that can last for 4

and offer higher specificity becomes important. The

days before it needs to be refilled again. The 37 sensors

conventional techniques such as the standard 12 lead

are arranged in a hexagonal array (with an inter-sensor

Electrocardiography (ECG) monitor the electric potential

spacing of about 28 mm) inside a circular area of 210 mm

on the chest surface generated by the electrophysiology

diameter. The software integrated with the data

of the human heart; the measured electric potential on the

acquisition system allows multi-channel display of data

chest surface is, however, known to be greatly affected by

and incorporates modules such as filtering the data to

the electrical conductivity of the intervening tissues

user selectable bandwidth, epoching and averaging the

(including bones, which are poor electrical conductors).

data for the suppression of uncorrelated noise etc. The

The fact that the electrophysiology of the human heart

data can be presented in the form of iso-field contour lines

also produces a magnetic field is, perhaps, less well

on the magnetic field map (MFM) at each instant of time

known. The strength of the magnetic field generated by

during the cardiac cycle to provide a visual aid to the

the electrophysiology of human heart on the chest surface

clinician (fig.2) and also enables the evaluation of the

is about 50 pico-Tesla and is more than million times

parameters which characterize the electrical activity of

weaker than the earth's magnetic field, and requires the

the heart. The sources can often be modeled as either

use of Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices

single or a small number of equivalent current dipoles

(SQUIDs) for their measurement and characterization.

(ECD), whose location, orientation and strength can be

The first facilities in India for the SQUID based

determined at each instant of cardiac cycle by an analysis

measurement of extremely weak magnetic fields

of the recorded data. Using the MCG data recorded at

associated with the physiological activities of the human

IGCAR, it has been possible to generate magnetic field

heart have now been established at IGCAR and the

map at several instants of cardiac cycle and present it as a

investigation of these magnetic fields is known as

video to illustrate the changes in the orientation of the

Magnetocardiography (MCG). The magnetic signals are

dipole as the cardiac cycle proceeds.

not much affected by variations in electrical conductivity of

Signal averaging methodology has been used to

tissues and their measurement allows a non-contact and

suppress uncorrelated random noise with a view to

non-invasive characterization of the underlying

extract clinically significant signals which are extremely

electrophysiology. A multichannel MCG system enables a

weak, and hence, difficult to detect. By averaging more

comprehensive study of the electrophysiology of the heart

than 100 cardiac cycles aligned with respect to a fiducial

using measurements of magnetic field carried out

reference, it was possible to non-invasively track the

simultaneously at multiple locations on the chest paving

activity associated with an anatomical structure in the

way for the reconstruction of sources responsible for the

conduction system of the heart known as 'His bundle',

observed distribution of the magnetic field. The MCG

which requires the use of invasive catheter based

system assembled at IGCAR (fig.1) is equipped with 37

electrodes in the current clinical practice; indeed,

SQUID channels and covers an area of about 350 cm2 on

detection of 'His bundle' activity is considered to be

the chest surface which is considered to be adequate for

important in the context of management of arrhythmia.

uncovering the complete electrophysiology of the heart
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During the course of these studies, it became apparent

measurements over the whole head. When set up, this

that the conventional use of the 'R wave peak' as a fiducial

system will allow a study of functional organization in the

reference for averaging was possibly responsible for the

human brain. It will also be useful to clinicians engaged in

poor success achieved by other research groups in the

the management of drug resistant epilepsy.

past in extracting the 'His bundle' activity. In view of this, a
novel Q onset based averaging has been proposed which
exploits the relative constancy of the interval between the
activation of 'His bundle' and the activation of the
ventricles, despite the inevitable small, yet significant,
variation in the heart rate on account of the intrinsic
autonomic control.
The recent international research has shown
the MCG to be useful in the investigation of ischemic heart
disease and for locating the arrythmogenic foci in the
electrical conduction system of the heart etc. It has been
shown to be distinctly superior to ECG, which is often nondiagnostic or non-specific. Even the rest MCG has been
shown to have a high predictive value for 'Obstructive
Coronary Artery Disease', without requiring the use of
stress provocation.
Several leading cardiologists both from the
hospitals in Chennai and from other parts of India have
shown active interest in evaluating the use of MCG for

Fig.1. Photog raph of the 37 channel SQUID
system for MCG at IGCAR. The system enables measurement
of mag netic f ield simultaneously at 37 locations on the chest to
record the spatial distribution of cardiac mag netic f ield.

clinical research in areas that may bring out the specific
advantages of the MCG technique. Based on the
successful demonstration of the non-invasive tracking of
the 'His bundle' activity, clinicians have proposed a study
to investigate the possible use of MCG to non- invasively
identify ventricular late potentials (VLP) in the S-T
segment of the cardiac cycle, which are attributed to the
existence of abnormal conduction channels in an
otherwise scarred cardiac tissue. Ventricular late
potentials are often precursors to uncontrolled
arrhythmia, which, if untreated, can develop into life
threatening ventricular fibrillation. Invasive procedures
are often necessary in the current clinical practice to
detect and localize these arrhythmogenic substrates in
the myocardium; development of a non-invasive
technique such as MCG to probe the ventricular late
potentials is considered to be clinically important.
The existing 37 channel system has also been
used for investigations of human brain

Fig.2. Isof ield contour lines on the Mag netic Field Map generated
on the chest surface based on the 37 channel measurements.
Such maps allow analysis of the activity in terms of a source models such
as a current dipole and offer a visualization tool to the clinician.

(magnetoencephalography or MEG) over a limited
cortical area. There is an ongoing effort to establish a
whole head 86 channel MEG system inside a concave
bottom helmet shaped cryostat to facilitate simultaneous
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Process Development by Heavy Water Board for production
of H2O18 required for PET scanning — A step towards Societal Benefit
Rajnish Prakash*, Chairman & Chief Executive,
Heavy Water Board
invasive; thus, it can be carried out while doing day to day
activities. Isotopic purity requirement of D2O18 is 10%

Introduction:

Oxygen is a gaseous element forming 21% of
the atmosphere. Oxygen has total nine isotopes as O12,
O13, O14, O15, O16, O17, O18, O19, and O20 of which only three
are stable isotopes in nature:

Oxygen
Isotope

Atomic
Mass

Natural
Abundance

O

16

15.9949

99.6 % a

O17

16.9991

0.04 % a

18

17.9991

0.20 % a

O

Oxygen-18 enriched water (H2O18) is used as a
target material to produce Positron Emission Isotopes by
irradiation with accelerated proton beam in medical
cyclotron facility (MCF) which are mainly useful in the
diagnostic of various diseases in Nuclear Medicine and
biomedical research e.g. oncology, neurology, cardiology,
etc. The H2O18 water presently is imported. With the
increase of number MCF globally and in India, the
demand of H2O18 has increased exponentially in 2011
onwards.
Water containing O18 finds applications in
human metabolism studies, detection & diagnosis of
cancer diseases in body. Also, Heavy Water containing
O18 (D2O18) is used in measurement of energy expenditure
during exposure to extreme climatic conditions that
results in loss of body mass and energy.
Applications of H2O18/D2O18:
Results can be recorded with the
experimentation on the subjects (human beings) by
administering isotopic water having deuterium and O18 in
specific proportion known as Doubly Labeled Water
(DLW, D2O18), wherein loss of body mass can be reported
based on isotope loss through the body fluids; D2O in
Urine and CO16O18 in exchanged CO2 from the subject
body. The DLW technique is ideal for assessing energy
expenditure because it is non-radioactive and non-

enriched O18 for metabolic studies. O18 water is also used
as the precursor of Fluorine-18 for very useful diagnostic
technique PET (Positron Emission Tomography). The
PET scanning with the radio-pharmaceutical F18-FluoroDeoxy-glucose (F18-FDG) measures glucose metabolism
and is widely applied in the detection and staging of
malignancies (the cancer cells) thus avoiding biopsy
especially during brain tumor diagnosis. The synthesis of
F18-FDG involves the production of F18 in a cyclotron using
the 18O(p,n)F18 nuclear reaction. The commercially
available H2O18 water is highly enriched ranging around
95.5 to 97.5 % a/a.
F18 being radio-active has a half life of around 110
minutes. In process of PET scanning, F18 in the form of
FDG (glucose compound) is injected into human body.
Since the rate of metabolism is high for cancerous cells,
more glucose is concentrated in cancerous cells and
metabolized, to CO2 and H2O and comes out but the
radioactive F18 is trapped in the cancerous cells. Generally
the concentration of F18DG is 6 times more than the
normal cell with the result it gives hot spots in PET
imaging. These hot spots indicate presence and growth of
cancer cells, and useful in the evaluation of the disease
condition after the treatment by chemotherapy or
radiotherapy. PET scanning has advantage of indicating
cancerous cells at very early stage also, and the
technique is very suitable for preventive diagnosis.
Radiation Medicine Centre, BARC at Tata
Memorial Centre (TMC), Mumbai was the first institute to
have MCF and PET scanner in the country but now there
are 16 medical cyclotrons installed and commissioned in
India. National Institute of Nutrition, Hyderabad also
carries out metabolism studies among various segments
of human beings.
The first PET imaging was initiated in 2002 and
now there are more than 70 PET/CT scanners installed in
various parts of the country. The number is likely to
increase to 170 new facilities in the next 5 years.
Therefore, the demand of FDG and hence H2O18 water is
likely to be around 40 kg/annum by 2015 in India and the
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same will be increased to many fold in global export
market.
Separation of O18 isotope:
Attempts have been made to find methods of
separating these isotopes from O16 since the discovery of
O18 and O17 isotopes in 1929. The processes include
Fractional distillation of Oxygen, Electrolysis of water and
wide variety of Chemical Exchange Reactions. of these,
only few have been found promising for industrial scale;
fractional distillation of water is one of the favorites
process since early days of interest in O18
The small separation factor of around 1.006 for
oxygen isotopes coupled with low natural abundance
(0.2% for O18) require large number of theoretical plates in
the separation plant designed for high enrichment. As a
consequence, large holdup and long start up times are
needed.
Heavy Water Board has embarked up on the
route of fractional distillation of water route to produce
O18 enriched water. Capacity was decided based on the
existing demand for the O18 enriched water and

complexities involved in design as well as operation of the
plant. It was also kept in mind that this could be either
effectively used for scale up or can be used as a module
for capacity increase in future. The capacity also got
dictated by commercially available smallest size
equipment. Finally, it was decided to set up a small
demonstration plant with a capacity of 10 kg/a
There are presently few producers of H2O18 world
wide but now in India.
With limited producers and
production capacity in the world, not much literature is

Specifications (and analytical techniques) of H2O18 for PET scanning
Parameter

Range

IP (%wt) O18

≥ 95.5

Analysis
Electron Impact
Mass Spectrometry
of equilibrated CO2

Parameter

Range

Analysis

TOC

≤ 1ppm

TOC Analyzer

2+

≤ 1ppm

ICP-AES

Chloride

≤ 1ppm

Ion
Chromatography

2+

≤ 2ppm

ICP-AES

Bromide

≤ 1ppm

Ion
Chromatography

+

≤ 2ppm

ICP-AES

Fluoride

≤ 2ppm

Ion
Chromatography

≤2ppm

ICP-AES

Nitrate

≤ 1ppm

Spectrophotometer

2+

≤0.1 ppm

ICP-AES

Pyrogen

≤ 1ppm

Spectrophotometer

2+

≤ 1ppm

ICP-AES

Phosphate

≤0.2 EU/mL

LAL test

Ca

Mg

Na

K+

Fe

Cu
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available on the process. The reported separation factor is
for H2O16 and H2O18 system, whereas it is a multi
component system with Deuterium also getting enriched
simultaneously in the process. In addition there is large
variation in the reported figures. The theoretical tray
requirement being more than 3000 trays and equilibrium
time being around 12 months, it becomes very important
to establish the correct separation factor. Importance of
the equilibrium time becomes evidence from the fact that
the product can be withdrawn only after 12 months of
starting the plant. HWB therefore decided to
experimentally establish the separation factor at the
chosen operating conditions. A test column was therefore
set up at Heavy Water Plant, Tuticorin to generate & study
the process related parameters.
As Deuterium also gets enriched during the
process, modeling was done to assess the impact of use
of Heavy Water as feed in place of Light Water. It was
found that the plant volume can be reduced at least by 20 25 % by using D2O as feed. In view of this, it was decided
to use Heavy Water as feed in place of Light water. This will
help in reduction of initial capital investment The product
from the fractional distillation is D2O18, whereas the
requirement is of H2O18. The D2O18 is electrolyzed to give
O18, which is further combined with pure Hydrogen to
produce H2O18. This product will be sterilized, packaged /
bottled to meet pharmaceutical grade quality.
Process & Quality Control:
The quality of H2O18 has to be examined
routinely at various stages during production process.
Quality Control and Analytical Labs of HWPs are fully
equipped with all the instruments required for monitoring

QMS
the process and certifying the product except pyrogen
test. For most important parameter viz. isotopic purity (IP)
analysis, Electron Impact Mass Spectrometers are
available at HWPs. Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer
(QMS) is available at HWP, Tuticorin for process
monitoring. Also to certify the final product IP, Magnetic
Sector Mass Spectrometer is available at HWP, Talcher.
Both these mass spectrometer were indigenously
designed, developed and commissioned through joint
effort by TPD, BARC and HWB.
Conclusion:
Road map for O18 enrichment has already been
set by HWB. Detailed engineering, process validation
using experimental set up and different packed columns is
in progress. As an immediate action to fulfill urgent
requirement of Radiation Medicine Centre, BARC; HWB
has decided to upgrade low enriched H2O18 (>45% O18
content) available with users of medical cyclotron in India,
to medical grade H2O18. This will also help in validating the
enrichment technology being developed by HWB.
HWB has vast experience in isotope separation
technology. With technical knowledge & expert personnel,
HWB will be able to meet the challenge of setting up first
indigenized H2O18 plant in the country. Also, with the above
efforts, HWB is set to meet future requirements of O18
water ( H2O18/ D2O18) for longer societal benefit and
achieve self reliance in this important area

Mag netic SEC MS
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Scaling the Technology Ladder: BRIT Continuing to Power
the Growth of Nuclear Medicine in India,
A.K. Kohli, Chief Executive,
Board of Radiation & Isotope Technology

Generators of high specific activity 99Mo. The project has

There is no dispute to the fact that it is the
vision of the founding fathers of the Department of Atomic
Energy which had created a vast infrastructure of Nuclear
Medicine all over the country. India is now one of the few
countries outside the developed world, where ordinary
citizens have access to sophisticated Nuclear Medicine
investigations. Today, nearly a thousand consignments of
radiopharmaceuticals and cold kits find its way to

been successfully completed within the projected period
of 5 years. The inauguration of the facility was done on
31st March 2011 by Dr. R K Sinha, Director, BARC. After
completion of cold runs, AERB approval was sought for
hot runs and supply to limited hospitals in and around
Mumbai for test marketing. This facility and generators
are specifically designed to suit the rugged Indian
conditions.

customers, all over the country, week after week from

The design of the generators is suitable for

BRIT. A diversified system of laboratories at BRIT's Vashi

recycling, a first internationally, and most of the

Complex is used to process diagnostic and therapeutic

consumables which are regularly being used in

pharmaceuticals of

131

32

I, P,

153

production of generators are indigenously developed and

99

Sm and Mo etc.

As the Indian growth story has got traction, the
demand for new age radiopharmaceuticals too has

BRIT has collaborated with Indian manufacturers and
vendors for developing these. This will greatly help

generated a fresh fillip. The opening up of the economy
two decades back has brought imported alternatives to
BRIT products and consequently the upper segments of
the market for radiopharmaceuticals have shifted their
purchase activity towards more advanced products from
abroad, particularly the 99Mo-99mTc generators.
For example, BRIT is presently having a market
share of less than 25% with regard to supply of for 99Mo 99

mTc generators due to non availability of an indigenous

State-of-the Art column generator. At present, only low
specific activity 99Mo is available from reactors at BARC.
This 99Mo is being supplied to nuclear medicine centers
over the country and is being used with solvent extraction

improving our market share and controlling prices of

generators or Gel generators (both are being

column generators.

99

manufactured & supplied by BRIT) for separation of mTc
for labeling with cold kits for medical imaging. Solvent

Setting up of Medical use fission based 99Mo production facility

extraction is a lengthy and operator dependent procedure

To address the problem of inadequate availability

which is not preferred by the doctors. Gel generators

of fission-based molybdenum to sustain the marketing of

suffer from the lower capacity owing to the limitation of

the column generator, BRIT has undertaken the project

specific activity and complex manufacturing technology.

for 99Mo facility based on fission-moly.

Production Facility for Column Generators

India has been importing high-specific activity
99

To address this challenge,

BRIT had

embarked on a XI Plan project to set-up a large scale,
State of the Art production facility for 99Mo -99mTc Column

Mo regularly. In the very recent past, the main

radioisotopes producing reactors (NRU in Canada and
HFR in Netherlands) which supply the bulk of world's
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molybdenum had technical problems and were shutdown

For production of important therapeutic and

for long periods. The prognosis is not bright as these

diagnostic radionuclide 131I, a new dry distillation process

reactors which produce fission based 99Mo are very old.

has been adopted at BARC replacing the earlier wet

These reactors will not continue to be in service after a few

distillation process which was a lengthy multi-step

99

years. This shortfall of Mo has been quite acute all over
the world. During this crisis, the prices of

99

Mo had

process. This process is also being followed in a new hot
cell permitting higher production volumes also.
reorganizing the production route of

reached 3 folds within 6 months.
The world over, the nuclear medicine
community has taken note of this and in order to ensure
uninterrupted supply of 99Mo for local nuclear medicine
centers, BRIT has taken up the challenge to setup a

By

32

P radionuclide,

more spaces have been created in the tray rods for
irradiation of targets in Dhruva reactor enhancing the
production of other radionuclide also.
BARC is working shoulder to shoulder with BRIT

fission based Mo production facility using the 100 MW

to enhance the production volumes and quality of the

Dhruva reactor. The objective is to irradiate indigenously

important radio nuclides for the benefit of the medical

produced LEU targets and separate high specific activity

fraternity.

99

99

Mo as a fission fragment to meet the huge growth in

demand within the country. This project is the single
largest project handled by BRIT worth Rs. 128 crores and
is expected to come on stream by January 2014.
This would surely be the feather in the crown of DAE's
isotope program, when commissioned.

State-of-the Art Production Laboratory for COLTECH
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Sales by BRIT during the year 2011-12 (figures in Rs Lakh
Crore)
Radn Proc Services, 600.00

Food Analysis, etc, 228.43

Engg & RadnTech Eqpt,

Radio Pharm & Lab Comp,

2399.73

2879.31

Radio Pharm & Lab Comp
Engg & RadnTech Eqpt
Radn Proc Services
Food Analysis, etc

Radiopharmaceuticals &
Labelled Compounds
15446

Tc 99m

Engg & Radiation Technology
Equipment
Co-60 (Teletherapy)

Radiation Processing Services

7

Medical (cubic metres)

5966
2813

I-131 (Therapeutic)-Ci

556

Other Sources

995

Food Products (Tons)

I-131 (Diagnostic)-mCi

2043

Ir-192/Co-60
(Rad Grphs)

1226

Industrial (nos)

Other Th / Diag Prdcts
(nos)

2226

IR Sources-Co-60(kCi)

676

Food Analysis(Sampl)

MCF (18FDG,etc)-Ci

312

Gamma Chambers

3

RIA Kits (nos)

5484

Blood Irradiators

3

Labelled Compounds
-Cons

2013

Radiography Cameras

82

Tritium Sources (nos)

11196

Misc Prodcts/Servcs

742

1
9136

Sales Turnover of BRIT
during 2011-12
Rs 60.3 Cr

Use of Nuclear technology in medicine saves a number of lives.
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Nuclear Power Generation
improves with greater availability of fuel
Capacity factor improved to 79%. Aided by
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
CONTRIBUTE
INSIGNIFICANT
RADIATION

improved availability of fuel, NPCIL posted
23% Growth in generation against the
corresponding period of previous year. As

Compared to the average

a result profit for the year ending March

natural radiation background

2012 grew by over 40% to Rs 1945 Crore

dose of 2400 micro Sv/y the

from Rs 1376 Crore recorded in the

radiation dose from Indian

previous year.

Nuclear Power Plants during
2010 was 0.42 to 39.6 micro
Sv to the persons near plant
boundaries which is

Actual for the period
April-Dec
April-Dec
2011
2010

Particulars

Target
2011-12

Generation (Mus)

32000

32456

26473

in natural background

Capacity factor (%)

66

79

71

at a place

Profit After tax (Rs Cr)

1292

1945

1376

insignificant compared to
the natural background and
the seasonal variations

Gross Power Generation by Nuclear Power Stations (2011-2012)
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